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ABSTRACT
Data is a critical component in a supervised machine learning system. Many successful applications of learning systems on various tasks are based on a large amount
of labeled data. For example, deep convolutional neural networks have surpassed
human performance on ImageNet classification, which consists of millions of labeled
images. However, one challenge in conventional supervised learning systems is their
generalization ability. Once a model is trained on a specific dataset, it can only perform the task on those seen classes and cannot be used for novel unseen classes. In
order to make the model work on new classes, one has to collect and label new data
and then re-train the model. However, collecting data and labelling them is laborintensive and costly, in some cases, it is even impossible. Also, there is an enormous
amount of different tasks in the real world. It is not applicable to create a dataset
for each of them.
These problems raise the need for Transfer Learning, which is aimed at using
data from the source domain to improve the performance of a model on the target
domain, and these two domains have different data or different tasks. One specific
case of transfer learning is Zero-Shot Learning. It deals with the situation where
source domain and target domain have the same data distribution but do not have
the same set of classes. For example, a model is given animal images of ‘cat’ and
‘dog’ for training and will be tested on classifying ’tiger’ and ’wolf’ images, which it
has never seen. Different from conventional supervised learning, Zero-Shot Learning
does not require training data in the target domain to perform classification. This
property gives ZSL the potential to be broadly applied in various applications where
a system is expected to tackle unexpected situations.
In this dissertation, we develop algorithms that can help a model effectively transfer visual and semantic knowledge learned from source task to target task. More
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specifically, first we develop a model that learns a uniform visual representation
of semantic attributes, which help alleviate the domain shift problem in Zero-Shot
Learning. Second, we develop an ensemble network architecture with a progressive
training scheme, which transfers source domain knowledge to the target domain in
an end-to-end manner. Lastly, we move a step beyond ZSL and explore Label-less
Classification, which transfers knowledge from pre-trained object detectors into scene
classification tasks. Our label-less classification takes advantage of word embeddings
trained from unorganized online text, thus eliminating the need for expert-defined semantic attributes for each class. Through comprehensive experiments, we show that
the proposed methods can effectively transfer visual and semantic knowledge between
tasks, and achieve state-of-the-art performances on standard datasets.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Zero-Shot Learning

Image recognition is one of the most important tasks in the computer vision area.
In order to enable a computer system to recognize objects in an image, modern
effective methods involve machine learning techniques to train a classifier, which
numerically computes the probabilities of an image belonging to a set of certain
classes. This is called supervised learning, which requires a collection of data labeled
with certain classes. The challenge of conventional supervised learning is their limited
generalization ability. Once a model is trained, it can only perform classification on
the fixed set of classes, losing the potential ability to deal with novel classes that do
not appear in the training set.
At first glance, the task of classifying images a system has never seen seems
impossible. However, humankind has the ability to perform visual recognition on
objects that they have never seen. In Fig.(1.1) we show an example of how humans
can learn to recognize objects without having access to labeled training data. In this
example, although one has never seen images on different cat breeds, he would still
be able to classify the images into correct categories. Those hints, such as ‘large
spots’, ‘white belly’ and ‘blue eyes’, are strong visual features that can distinguish
a cat breed from other breeds. The success of this classification task has another
requirement: one knows the meaning of those hints and has seen those patterns from
somewhere else. For example, a person had seen leopards so he knows what ‘spots’
looks like. The consistency between visual pattern and their semantic information
1

Figure 1.1: A real example of classifying unseen images. By comparing an image with
each of the text descriptions, we can estimate which class it most likely belongs to
(from left to right: Siamese cat, Bengal cat, and British shorthair).
(e.g., ‘spots’), has enabled us to recognize them on novel objects and thus perform
classification.
Inspired by the human ability to generalize concepts and to recognize novel objects
without labeled images, researchers have come up with the topic of Zero-Shot Learning
(ZSL), which aims to give machines the ability to transfer knowledge from source
data to target data, which consists of a totally different set of classes. With ZSL
techniques, a learning system can be trained on existing labeled data to achieve a
good performance on target unlabeled data. It alleviates the need for labels on the
new data, which are costly and time-consuming, sometimes even impossible.
To illustrate how ZSL methods can mimic the way humans recognize novel objects,
we take animal image classification as an example. First, we assume that we have
access to some side information. It is typically expert-defined attributes that describe
the visual properties of each animal species. For example, tigers are ‘brown’, ‘stripes’,
and ‘quadrupedal’, pandas are ‘black’, ‘white’, and ‘quadrupedal’, and walrus are
‘tough-skin’ and ‘coastal’. Thus, each animal species can be represented as a single
binary vector, which are called prototype vectors by some researchers. Each entry in
the vector denotes the appearance/absence of the corresponding attribute. Second, we
can train a model on the training images to output the appearance/absence of those
2

Figure 1.2: An example of ZSL model. Given side information, a model can learn
to predict each attribute rather than the class label. During testing, the model
output attributes that appear in the input image and compare them with pre-defined
prototype vectors of unseen classes.
attributes. This step is somewhat similar to multi-label image tagging, but here we
would like the model to detect finer visual patterns instead of general objects. Finally,
we feed test images of unseen classes into the model and compare the output score
of all attributes with those predefined prototype vectors to assign a class label. An
illustration of this process is shown in Fig(1.2).

1.2

Label Embedding Space

In the above example, the model is trying to predict whether each of the semantic
attributes exists in the input image. Another perspective of this process is to treat the
output as a point in a semantic embedding space. In this semantic embedding space,
each binary prototype vector is a point on one vertex of a hyper cube. The model
is trained as a mapping function so that it maps visual features into this space, and
each mapped point is close to its ground truth prototype vector (Fig(1.3)). Another
kind of embedding space is the word embedding space, such as word2vec [51] and

3

Figure 1.3: An illustration of data points mapped into embedding space by a ZSL
model. Stars are pre-defined prototype vectors. Round dots are images mapped
into embedding space by trained model. Training data are in orange color. Two
test classes are in red/blue color. Left: each axis in this space is a human-defined
attribute with explicit meaning, and each class prototype vector is on a vertex of the
hyper cube. Right: in a semantic embedding space, such as word2vec [51], classes are
distributed so that semantically similar classes are close to each other and dissimilar
ones are far from each other.
GloVe [27]. Each semantic word can be represented as a vector, and similarities
between vectors represent the closeness between words. In such kind of space, the
relationship among classes is encoded implicitly, rather than individual attributes with
explicit meaning(Fig(1.3)). The advantage of using attribute space is that classes are
embedded in a human-understandable way, while the benefit of using word embedding
space is that it does not require experts to design attributes for each class. Both these
two kinds of embedding spaces are popularly used in ZSL works.

1.3

Challenges in Zero-Shot Learning

Since zero-shot learning aims to perform a novel task without any label information of the data, it is much harder than conventional supervised learning and thus it

4

Figure 1.4: Inconsistency between image data and their pre-defined semantic attributes. Left: pre-defined attributes for animals. Middle: Although the animals are
‘quadrupedal’, their feet might not appear in the image. Right: Some species have
intra-class variance. Ox is defined to be ‘black’, ‘white’ and ‘brown’, but actually,
some are ‘black’ and ‘white’, some are just ‘brown’. Fox is defined to be brown, but
some images have a white fox. These inconsistencies will make it difficult to learn the
correct visual patterns efficiently.
is facing a lot of challenges from various aspects. In this section, we introduce some
of the challenges including data inconsistency, domain shift, and restricted setting.

1.3.1

Data Inconsistency

The first one is the inconsistency between the data and the label. Remind that
each class is associated with a label embedding vector. During training, any image
from a certain class is paired with the same prototype vector. However, due to
occluded parts, intra-class variance and some other reasons, images might not contain
some of the pre-defined attributes, as shown in Fig(1.4). This inconsistency between
data and the attribute vector will prevent the model from learning correct visual
features efficiently. This is also one of the differences between ZSL and multi-label
learning. In multi-label learning, each image is labeled individually, but in ZSL all
images of the same class share a single label vector, i.e., the prototype vector, which
makes ZSL a more challenging problem.

5

1.3.2

Domain Shift

The second challenge is the domain shift problem. As we have mentioned earlier,
one crucial factor for successful knowledge transfer is that seen and unseen classes
share the same set of attributes. Thus after a model is trained on seen classes, it can
correctly predict the visual patterns in unseen class images. However, this assumption
might not always hold. For example, tiger and zebra both have ‘stripes’. A model
trained on zebra ‘stripes’ might not predict perfectly the ‘stripes’ on test tiger images.
This will cause the embedded vector of images to shift from their ideal position, i.e.,
their corresponding prototype vector. This effect is also illustrated in Fig(1.3), where
the test images are mapped into semantic space with a shift from the prototype vector.

1.3.3

Restricted Setting

Another challenge is that the setting of ZSL is too restricted. It assumes that
test classes can only contain unseen classes and none of the seen classes, which is
not realistic for real-world applications. Also, conventional ZSL models are found to
have a strong bias toward seen classes when classifying instances from unseen classes.
Due to these problems, researchers recently have proposed Generalized Zero-Shot
Learning, which follows a more realistic setting, i.e., both seen and unseen classes are
put together to evaluate the performance of a model. However, from the perspective
of transferring knowledge for novel tasks, ZSL is still somewhat limited: the target
task is of the same type with source task. For example, they are both animal image
classification tasks. If knowledge could be transfer between different types of tasks,
it would have the potential to be applied more broadly in real life.

6

1.4

Related Works

In this section, we will discuss related ZSL works from several perspectives, including what kind of side information is commonly used, what are the popular approaches
to achieve ZSL and different settings of ZSL.

1.4.1

Side information sources

In ZSL, besides images and their class labels, additional side information has
typically been required to build inter-class connections to facilitate the information
adaptation across class categories. Those side information are typically encoded in
vector forms, thus they are also called prototype vectors or label embeddings.
Attributes. Visual attributes denote high-level visual entities or visual characteristics. They have been one most common type of side information exploited in zero
shot learning. High-level visual attributes have been exploited in the literature to
improve image classification performance [12, 76, 67]. In ZSL, such attributes have
been primarily used to provide high-level semantic representations for the class labels. For example, in the Animal with Attributes (AwA) dataset [39], each animal
category has been described as a binary prototype vector. Each entry in the vector denotes the appearance/absence of one attribute, for example ‘black’, ‘stripes’,
‘quadrupedal’, etc. By mapping both seen classes and unseen classes into this attribute semantic space, information adaptation can be achieved for zero-shot categorization [39, 38, 55, 33, 34, 1, 62, 45].
Word Embeddings. Besides attributes, word embeddings have also been used as
prototype label vectors. Word embeddings like word2vec [51] and GloVe [58] can
correspond each word in its vocabulary to a vector, and in the semantic vector space,
the similarity between any pair of words can be computed as the inner product of
two vectors. One benefit of using word vectors instead of attributes is that they
are easier to get. Existing works that use word embeddings as prototype vectors
7

include [14, 53, 70, 2, 33]
Except for attributes and word embedding vectors, researchers also explore other
kinds of information to serve the purpose of knowledge transfer. [61, 27, 3] exploited
the class taxonomy hierarchy to infer label relationships for ZSL. [11, 41, 90] leverage
noisy online text to build connections between seen and unseen classes. In [44] the
authors explored Explicit Semantic Analysis [17] for ZSL. In [49] the authors use cooccurrence statistics from search engines to compute similarities between classes for
ZSL.

1.4.2

Methodology

From the methodology perspective, many ZSL methods have been developed in
the literature. They can be roughly grouped into the following three types: (1) visual
feature projection methods; (2) semantic similarity matching methods; and (3) sparse
coding methods.
Visual Feature Projection. Many ZSL methods explore semantic relations between seen classes and unseen classes to achieve the goal of automatically categorizing instances into unseen classes. The visual feature projection methods first train
a projection model based on the training instances and the attribute vectors (or semantic embeddings) of the training classes. Then given a test instance, they project
the instance onto the semantic space and assign it into one of the unseen classes by
comparing the semantic output with the prototypes of unseen classes. Many different
projection strategies have been adopted in the literature, including attribute direct
prediction [39, 38], linear mapping [1, 2, 45], convolutional neural networks [62], and
simple two-layer linear networks [62].
Semantic Similarity Matching. Instead of projecting visual features into the
semantic space like the visual feature projection approaches, the semantic similarity
matching methods train a classic classifier on the training data over the seen classes.

8

In the test phase, they first apply the learned classifier to categorize the test instance
in terms of the seen classes and then use the semantic similarity matching between
the seen classes and unseen classes to further assign it into the unseen classes. For
example, the Indirect Attribute Prediction (IAP) method [38] trains a probabilistic
classifier on seen classes. In the test phase, the prediction scores on seen classes are
used to predict an attribute distribution, which is further used to predict unseen
class distribution. In [53] the authors used a convolutional neural network to directly
predict the seen class label of an image, and then use the convex combination of
the seen class word embeddings [50] to match with unseen class embeddings. The
Semantic Similarity Embedding (SSE) method [86] proposes to represent each unseen
class as a distribution/histogram of seen classes. Non-linear embedding functions are
learned to map instances into this space to compare with those unseen classes. More
recently, the work in [7] introduces phantom classes and proposes to train phantom
classifiers as bases for synthesizing classifiers for real classes.
Sparse Coding. Besides the above two types of methods, some works use sparse
coding/dictionary learning to solve ZSL problems. The work in [27] proposes to represent each category as its supercategory plus a combination of attributes. Since each
category only contains several attributes, they learn a sparse projection matrix to embed seen/unseen categories. They also require the hierarchical category information
from WordNet. Another work in [33] proposes to first learn a dictionary on the source
data with sparse coding, and then learn the target domain dictionary and target data
semantic labels by minimizing the reconstruction error. They also exploited adaptation regularization constraint and visual-semantic similarity constraint (VSS). This
work is different from ours in that it separately learns two dictionaries for the source
and target domains, while we learn a unified semantic dictionary for both domains.
Recently, [87] proposes a novel Joint Latent Similarity Embedding (JLSE) method
for ZSL. They proposed to learn a joint latent space which is insensitive to noises and
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can fit source and target instances very well.

1.4.3

Zero-Shot Learning Settings

The most common setting for ZSL is the inductive setting, where models are
trained on seen classes. Unseen classes data and their semantic information are
released only during the test phase. Many ZSL works including [39, 38, 55, 34, 1, 62,
79, 7, 14, 53, 70] are following this setting.
Transductive ZSL. Different from the inductive ZSL, transductive ZSL refers to the
setting that unseen class instances, as well as their semantic information, are available
during training, but no label information is provided. Under such setting, models can
exploit both seen class and unseen class images to learn better representations of the
data. Existing transductive ZSL methods have improved standard ZSL by exploiting
the unseen class instances to overcome the domain shift problem. In [15] the authors
adopted a two-step procedure. They first used CCA to project both visual feature and
class prototypes into a multi-view embedding space. Then they used test instances
to build a hypergraph in the embedded space for label propagation. The authors
of [33] proposed to solve ZSL from the viewpoint of unsupervised domain adaptation
with sparse coding. In [23] the authors proposed to learn a shared model space on
seen and unseen data to facilitate knowledge transfer between classes. In [45, 44],
the authors used clustering losses on unseen classes images to learn a better linear
mapping function. The work in [73] uses auto-encoders to learn joint embeddings
of visual and semantic vectors. It exploits unseen class instances to minimize a
prediction loss for better adaptation. The work in [24] proposes to assign pseudolabels to test instances and train embedding matrix on both seen and unseen class
data. It nevertheless uses a single projection matrix to project visual features into
the semantic space. More recently, the authors of [74] proposed to learn generative
models to predict data distribution of seen and unseen classes from their attribute
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vectors. Unlabeled test data were used to refine the distribution parameters of target
classes. The work in [71] trains an end-to-end network that optimizes the loss on
both seen class data and unseen test data, by minimizing the Quasi-Fully Supervised
Learning loss, which uses target class data to reduce seen/unseen bias of the model
during training.
Generalized ZSL. The majority of ZSL works in the literature have focused on the
standard ZSL, where the test classes are assumed to consist of only unseen classes.
This assumption can be overly strict in real-life applications. Some researchers also
find that ZSL models have severe performance degradation when they are exposed to
both seen and unseen classes during evaluation [8]. That is, most of the unseen classes
images are miss-classified into seen classes. The reason for this phenomenon is that
the model only has access to seen class during training, thus the trained classifier
has a strong bias toward classifying every input instance into one of the training
categories. In order to reduce such kind of bias, [81] propose to use Wasserstein
Generative Adversarial Networks (WGAN) [22] to generate CNN features of unseen
classes from their semantic label embedding vectors, and then train a classifier on
all seen and unseen class data as did in conventional supervised image classification
problem. In [36], the authors use Variational Auto Encoder (VAE) [32] to generate
exemplars of seen/unseen classes and then train off-the-shelf classification models
on the generated data. In [80], the authors did a comprehensive survey on ZSL and
compare multiple popular methods under various settings including conventional ZSL
and generalized ZSL.

1.5

Contribution

In this dissertation, we develop methods that can effectively transfer knowledge
from source task to novel target task. More specifically, our contributions are:
First, in Chapter 2, we propose discriminative semantic representation learning
11

(DSRL) framework for conventional ZSL. To deal with the data inconsistency problem, we use matrix factorization to optimize the attribute variables for each instance
as well as learning latent components to extract non-interested information such as
the background. We also make use of the unlabeled test data to learn a unified
representation of the attribute to alleviate the domain shift problem.
Second, in Chapter 3, we develop a Progressive Ensemble Network (PrEN) for
ZSL. The PrEN architecture has multiple branches to map the label embeddings into
different subspaces, which helps to learn robust feature representation of the images.
We also propose a progressive training scheme to gradually take the unlabeled target
instance into the training procedure. This helps the network to transfer knowledge
from seen classes to unseen classes in a smooth end-to-end manner. We test the model
under both conventional ZSL and generalized ZSL setting, and experimental results
show the efficacy of PrEN.
Last, in Chapter 4, we move a step beyond ZSL to study the label-less classification problem. In label-less classification, we develop a simple yet effective method
to perform scene classification without using any labeled scene image data. Our
intuition is: in certain scenes, there will be some certain objects that appear frequently. Then, if we can find objects in an image, we would be able to recognize its
scene label. In order to do this, we also need assistant from semantic information, the
visual-semantic consistency between objects frequently appearing in a scene and their
semantic closeness. For example, ‘book’ frequently appear in ‘bookstore’, and at the
same time ‘book’ and ‘bookstore’ are close in semantic representations. Label-less
classification is a more generalized case of knowledge transfer than ZSL. It does not
require the source and target task to be the same type. Thus it has the potential to
be more broadly applied in real life.
In Chapter 5, we conclude the work. And then we will discuss some directions
that worth exploring in future works.
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CHAPTER 2

SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION LEARNING
FOR ZSL

In this chapter we propose a novel zero-shot method based on sparse non-negative
matrix factorization, which can be categorized into the dictionary learning group.
We tried to learn a dictionary which contains visual-semantic vectors, each vector
is a visual feature representation of a semantic component. Then any instance can
be expressed as a linear combinations of those visual-semantic vectors, and the coefficients for this linear combinations is the semantic representation of this instance.
Another perspective to view our approach is that we learn a new semantic space to
embed the instances, and the base vectors of this space are visual feature vectors of
attributes/semantic components.
More over, in additional to the given attributes we append several ‘background’
coefficients and also learn the visual feature representation for those. The intuition is
that by learning additional background attribute representation separately, the object
attribute representation of an image will have less noise and thus easier to classify. The
visual-semantic matrix and the instance coefficient matrix are iteratively refined to
minimize reconstruction error and a ranking objective. Finally the coefficient matrix
is used to assign a prediction label. The work in this chapter had been published in
[84].
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2.1

Introduction

With the rapid increase of image collections, the class categories involved also expand quickly. The popular standard image classification models such as deep neural
networks [35, 68] however require a massive amount of labeled training data from all
classes to function properly. To cope with the expensive and sometimes impractical
annotation needs required for building prediction systems over the newly appeared
classes, zero-shot learning (ZSL), which transfers information from the seen classes
with labeled instances to recognize the new classes that have not been seen in the
labeled training data, has recently received increasing attention in the research community.
ZSL can be viewed as a special case of unsupervised domain adaptation, where the
source domain (labeled data from the seen classes) and the target domain (unlabeled
data from the unseen classes) have completely disjoint label spaces. Hence additional
side information has typically been required to build inter-class connections to facilitate the information adaptation across class categories. Attributes, which denote
high-level visual entities or visual characteristics, have been one most common type of
side information exploited in zero shot learning. High-level visual attributes have been
exploited in the literature to improve image classification performance [12, 76, 67].
In ZSL, such attributes have been primarily used to provide high-level semantic representations for the class labels. For example, in the Animal with Attributes (AwA)
dataset [39], each animal class category has been described as a prototype vector of
attributes such as ‘black’, ‘stripes’, ‘four legs’, etc. By mapping both seen classes
and unseen classes into the semantic space based on the same set of attributes, information adaptation can be achieved for zero-shot categorization [39, 38, 55]. Besides
attributes, word embeddings have also been used to produce semantic label representations, i.e., prototype label vectors, and build the inter-class connections in some
ZSL works [14, 53, 70, 2]. Some other works have also exploited the class taxonomy
14

structures to infer label relationships for ZSL [61, 27, 3].
From the methodology perspective, many ZSL methods have been developed in
the literature. They can be roughly grouped into the following three types: (1)
visual feature projection methods; (2) semantic similarity matching methods; and
(3) sparse coding methods. The visual feature projection methods first project an
instance (visual feature vector of the image) into the same semantic space as the
prototype label vectors, and then assign a prediction label to it by comparing its
similarity with all the prototypes of unseen classes [38, 1, 2, 14, 62]. The semantic
similarity matching methods work in a different way [38, 53, 86]. Their training
part remain the same as conventional image classification problem, i.e., a classifier
is trained on the seen classes. When a test instance comes, they use the trained
classifier to acquire prediction scores of the instance belonging to each of the seen
classes. Finally, the scores are combined with the semantic similarities between each
pair of seen and unseen classes to derive the prediction scores on the target unseen
classes. The sparse coding methods on the other hand are kind of a combination
of the previous two types of methods [27, 33]. They transform instances into the
label embedding space by exploiting the sparse coding techniques, while assigning
each test instance into the unseen class that has the closest semantic embedding.
However, most of these ZSL methods fail to exploit the unlabeled instances from the
unseen classes in the same way as the labeled instances from the seen classes during
the training phase, which makes them prone to domain shift and leads to overfitting
to the seen classes.
In this paper we propose a novel zero-shot learning method based on sparse nonnegative matrix factorization, which can be categorized into the sparse coding group.
We treat the labeled data from the seen classes as the source domain and the unlabeled data from the unseen classes as the target domain, and consider ZSL as a
special case of unsupervised domain adaptation. To bridge the divergence across
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domains and enable information transfer across label categories, we perform sparse
non-negative matrix factorization on the data in both domains to induce a common
dictionary across the two domains that contains components for an expanded set of
high-level semantic visual attributes, while representing the instances across the two
domains in this common semantic dictionary space. Moreover, we simultaneously
align the relevant part of the semantic representation vectors of the labeled instances
to its attribute-based class label vectors under a discriminative hinge loss. We formulate the overall learning process as a semi-supervised sparse non-negative matrix
factorization problem and propose an iterative optimization algorithm based on projected gradient descent to solve it. In addition, we propose to further exploit the
learned semantic representations and use a label propagation technique to perform
test instance classification in the target domain. Comparing to previous works, the
proposed approach simultaneously learns discriminative semantic representations of
the instances from both the seen and unseen classes, which can avoid the potential
domain shift problem and naturally enable cross-domain information transfer. We
conduct experiments on four standard ZSL datasets and the empirical results show
that the proposed approach can outperform the state-of-the-art ZSL methods.

2.2
2.2.1

Related Work
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

Domain adaptation (DA) techniques learn knowledge transferable from the source
domain and apply it to the task in target domain. The setting of unsupervised DA
is that in the training phase labelled target data is not accessible, but there is labelled source data and unlabelled target instances, which is exactly the same setting
with our approach. While DA generally deals with domain shift problem and ZSL
tackles with novel classes, there is correlation between them. They both can be re-
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garded as finding a intermediate space where both source data and target data can
be embedded. In ZSL, such space is built to semantically represent both instances
and source/target classes. In DA, such intermediate space is built to minimize the
discrepancy between source training instances and target training instances. [21] obtained the intermediate subspaces along the geodesic path between source data and
target data on the Grassmann manifold. [19] also use geodesic flows but they integrated infinite number of subspaces. In [52] the authors learned a set of dictionaries
representing the intermediate domains to capture the shift between source and target.

2.2.2

Dictionary Learning

There is a large amount of works in sparse coding and dictionary learning, which
is beyond the scope of discussion in this paper. We just mentioned some work most
relevant to ours in ZSL. Authors of [27] proposed to represent each category as its supercategory plus combination of attributes. Since each category only contains several
attribute among all the attributes. This makes their projection matrix very sparse.
By minimizing projection error and large-margin discriminative loss, they learned
this sparse projection matrix through which seen/unseen categories can be embedded. Their work is different from ours in that they tried to learn a projection from
instance space to the semantic space while our approach works the other way around:
explicitly learn the visual representation in the instance space for each of the semantic
component. Also, their approach requires the hierarchical information from WordNet
and we use the semantic information from human defined attributes.
Another paper similar to ours is [33]. In their approach they firstly learned a
dictionary on source data, and then learned the target domain dictionary and the
target data semantic labels by minimize the reconstruction error plus their proposed
adaptation regularisation constraint and Visual-semantic similarity constraint (VSS).
This work is different with ours in that they separately learned two dictionaries for
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source and target domain while we learn a unified semantic dictionary for both source
and target, by incorporating both labelled source and unlabelled target data into the
learning process. They use the IAP [38] output for their VSS while we do not. Also,
we adopted a more relax ranking objective rather than forcing the embedding of
instances to be close to their true class embeddings.

2.3
2.3.1

Approach
Problem Formulation

We consider ZSL in the folowing unsupervised domain adaptation setting. We
have ns labeled images (X s , Y s ) from K s seen classes Y s = {1, 2, ..., K s } in the
source domain, and a set of nu unlabeled images X u from K u unseen classes Y u =
{K s + 1, ..., K} with K = K s + K u in the target domain. Here X s ∈ Rns ×d and
X u ∈ Rnu ×d are the input feature matrices, and Y s ∈ {0, 1}ns ×K is a class membership
indicator matrix, which contains a single 1 in the first K s columns of each row. We
use X = [X s ; X u ] ∈ Rn×d to denote all the input images represented as d-dimensional
row vectors. We also assume the attribute-based prototype vectors for all the K
classes are available in the form of a label representation matrix M ∈ RK×m , where
the k-th class and is typically sparse. The problem of ZSL is to transfer information
from the source domain to accurately categorize the unlabeled images X u into the
right unseen class from Y u in the target domain.
Notation. The following notations are used in the remaining of the paper. We use
In to denote an identity matrix of size n × n, and use 0r,c to denote a r × c matrix
with all 0s. We use 1 to denote a column vector with all 1s, and use 1k to denote
a column zero vector with a single 1 at its k-th entry, assuming the vector length
can be determined from the context. We use Xi to denote the i-th row of the matrix
X, use Xij to denote the entry of X at its i-th row and j-th column. We use kXi k
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to denot4e the Euclidean norm of the vector Xi , and use kXkF and kXk1 to denote
the Frobenius norm and the entry-wise `1 norm of matrix X respectively. We use
λmax (X) to denote the largest eigenvalue of X in terms of magnitude.
2.3.2

Sparse Non-Negative Matrix Factorization

Previous ZSL works typically identify a projection function that maps the input
instance into the semantic label prototype space based on the labeled data in the seen
classes, while either ignoring the unlabeled data in the unseen classes or handling them
in separate steps. A potential problem is that such projection functions identified
may overfit the seen classes and do not work well on the unlabeled data in the unseen
classes, which can eventually hurt the ZSL performance. This inspires us to jointly
identify the high level latent representations of both the labeled and unlabeled images
from the seen and unseen classes in the same semantic space. From the unsupervised
domain adaptation perspective, we are also motivated to learn transferable latent
representations of the data to address the domain divergence problem [21, 52]. We
hence propose to learn latent intermediate representations of the images from both the
seen and unseen classes by performing the following unified sparse no-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) on X with a common set of non-negative basis components:
1
kX − ZΦk2F + µkΦk1 + ρkZk1
Z≥0,Φ≥0 2
min

(2.3-1)

where Φ ∈ Ra×d is the component matrix (i.e., dictionary) that contains a basis
vectors as its rows; Z ∈ Rn×a is the latent representation matrix that contains the
coefficient vectors as its rows; and `1 norm regularizers are used to induce entry-wise
sparsity in Φ and Z. It has been shown in the literature, sparse NMF can allow one
to discover qualitatively better parts-based representations than the regular NMF on
images [26]. Here by using sparse NMF, we aim to discover latent representations
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that can help adapt prediction information across the class boundaries.

2.3.3

Max-Margin Semantic Alignment with Label Representations

To enable the label information transfer from the seen classes to the unseen classes
and achieve effective ZSL, it is desirable that the sparse NMF above can map the
images into latent representation vectors in the same semantic space as the label
prototype vectors; i.e., the components in the dictionary Φ should be corresponding
to the attributes that describe the class labels. Moreover, we will also need to ensure
the latent image representations obtained in Z can be discriminative for their class
labels. Towards this goal, we propose to align the latent representation vectors of
the labeled images in Z with their corresponding label prototype vectors by enforcing
each image to have the smallest distance to the prototype vector of its corresponding
class label, such that kZi − Yis M k2 ≤ kZi − Mk k2 , ∀k ∈ Y s .
Restricting the dictionary components to the attributes involved in the class label vectors. However requires the attribute set to be broad enough to cover all the
contents in the image data X, which is typically not true. Hence we further propose to introduce an additional set of b latent components into the the sparse NMF
model, such that a = m + b. These additional components can capture the background content in the images to help the accurate discovery of the m attribute-based
components by minimizing the reconstruction error in Eq.(2.3-1). Without loss of
generality, we assume the first m components in Φ correspond to the label attributes,
while the last b components are the additional latent ones. Let B = [Im ; 0d,m ] be a
column selection matrix for Z, such that ZB contains the first m columns of Z. We
then need to align ZB with the corresponding label prototype representation vectors
in M . By incorporating this semantic alignment into the sparse NMF model using a
max-margin hinge loss, we formulate the following discriminative learning model in
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Algorithm 1 Projected Subgradient Descent Algorithm
Input: Xi , Zi , Φ, Y s , M , B
2
Initialization: τ = λmax (ΦΦ
>)
repeat
1. subgradient descent Zi = Zi − τ ∂g(Zi )
2. projection: Zi = max(Zi , 0)
until Converge
the form of semi-supervised sparse NMF:
n

s
X
1
kX − ZΦk2F + γ
ξi + µkΦk1 + ρkZk1
Z≥0,Φ≥0 2
i=1

min

(2.3-2)

where the alignment hinge loss is defined as ξi = maxk∈Y s (∆(Yi 1k = 0)) − kZi B −
Mk k2 + kZi B − Yis M k2 )+ ; the indicator function ∆(c) has value 1 if and only if the
condition c is true, and the capped operator is defined as (·)+ = max(·, 0).
Note Z can be separated into two parts, Z = [Z s ; Z u ], where Z s ∈ Rns ×a and
Z u ∈ Rnu ×a contain the latent representation vectors for the images from the seen
classes and unseen classes respectively. The hinge loss in teh discriminative semisupervised NMF model above can push the latent representation vectors Z s B to
align with their corresponding class label representation vectors, and hence Z u B,
expressed in teh same space as Z s B, can be used to determine the class labels of each
unlabeled image from X u in the following way:

Yiu = 1>
k∗ ,

2.3.4

with k ∗ = arg min kZib − Mk k2

(2.3-3)

k∈Y u

Optimization Algorithm

To solve the learning problem in Eq.(2.3-2), we propose to use an iteratively
alternating optimization algorithm. In each iteration, it alternatively learns the latent
representation matrix Z and the component matrix Φ in two steps. (i) Learning
Z by fixing Φ: The learning problem over Z can be decomposed into a set of
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n independent subproblems, one for each row of Z. For the i-th row of Z, the
subproblem can be written as:
1
min g(Zi ) = kXi − Zi Φk2 + γ∆(i ≤ ns )ξi + ρZi 1
Zi ≥0
2

(2.3-4)

Since the hinge loss function ξi is non-smooth, we use a projected subgradient descent
algorithm, presented in Algorithm 1, to perform minimization, where the subgradient
can be computed as:

∂g(Zi ) =




Zi ΦΦ> − Xi Φ>





if ∆(i ≤ ns )ξi = 0;


 Zi ΦΦ> − Xi Φ> + 










 2γ(Mk∗ − Yis M )B >

(2.3-5)
otherwise;

with k ∗ = arg maxk∈Y s (∆(Yi 1k = 0) + D(i, k))+ and D(i, k) = kZi B − Yis M k2 −
kZi B − Mk k2 . Let h(·) = I(·) − τ ∂g(·) be the gradient descent operator in the step 1
of Algorithm 1. We choose the step-size parmeter τ to ensure h(·) is non-expansive,
i.e., kh(Zi ) − mathith(Zi0 )k ≤ kZi − Zi0 k for any feasible Zi and Zi0 , which guarantees
the convergence of the algorithm [82]. This leads to 0 < τ ≤

2
.
λmax (ΦΦ> )

(ii) Learning Φ by fixing Z: The minimization over Φ can be written as:
1
min g(Φ) = kX − ZΦk2F + µtr(E > Φ)
Φ≥0
2

(2.3-6)

where E is a a×d matrix with all 1s. We use a projected gradient descent algorithm to
solve this linear constrained quadratic programming problem. The projected gradient
descent algorithm has the same procedure as the Algorithm 1, except we work on Φ
and use the following gradient instead of subgradient:

∇g(Φ) = Z > ZΦ − Z > X + µE
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(2.3-7)

The step size τ is chosen in the same principle as stated above to ensure the convergence of the algorithm. In this case, it will be τ =

2.4

2
.
λmax (Z > Z)

Prediction with Label Propagation

The semantic representations, Z u B, obtained by our proposed model can be
viewed as signatures of the unlabeled instances in the attribute-based label representation space. They contain rich information that can be used beyond the ZSL
prediction procedure in Eq.(2.3-3), including computing the matching degree scores
between the instances in the discriminative semantic space. We hence proposed to use
a label propagation methodology to classify the unlabeled instances into the unseen
classes by exploiting such rich information.
We first compute teh matching scores of each unlabeled instance with the unseen
classes and use these scores as the prediction confidence values to initialize a predicted
u

label matrix Y ∈ Rnu ×K ; i.e., we set Yij = κ(Ziu B, Mju ), where M u denotes a
submatrix that contains the last K u rows of M , and κ(·, ·) denotes a cosine similarity
function.
Next we construct a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) graph on the nu unlabeled test
instances. We propose to use the learned representation matrix Z u B to complement
the original feature matrix X u to represent the nu instances. Moreover, inorder to
give equal weights to the two types of features, we first perform PCA dimensionality
reduction on X u to reduce its dimension to the same size as the Z u B part, and then
normalize each row of the dimension reduced X u and Z u B respectively. Finally we
use S = [Xˆu , Z uˆB] as the feature matrix for the nu instances. After computing
the squared Euclidean distance between each pair of instances, such that d(Si , Sj ) =
kSi − Sj k2 , we can construct the k-NN graph by computing the RBF kernel based
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affinity matrix W in the following way:

Wij =






exp −d(Si2,Sj ) , ifi ∈ KNN(j) or j ∈ KNN(i)
2σ


0,

(2.4-8)

otherwise

where KNN(i) denotes the k-nearest neighbors of the i-th instance. Given this affinity
matrix W , a normalized Laplacian matrix L can be computed as L = Q−1/2 W Q−1/2 ,
P
where Q is a diagonal matrix with Qii = j Wij , Finally we can perform standard
regularized label propagation [16], which provides the followign prediction score matrix:
Y ∗ = (Inu − αL)−1 × Y

(2.4-9)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a regularization trade-off parameter. The the label matrix Y u can
be produced by setting

Yiu = 1>
k∗ ,

2.5
2.5.1

with k ∗ = arg max Yij∗

(2.4-10)

k∈Y u :j=k−K s

Experiments
Experimental Settings

Datasets. We conduct the experiments on four standard ZSL datasets: (1) attributePascal-Yahoo (aPY) [12], (2) Animal with Attribute (AwA) [39], (3) Caltech-UCSD
Bird 200-2011 (CUB) [75], and (4) SUN-Attribute (SUN) [56]. The aPY dataset
contains 12,695 images over 20 classes from the Pascal dataset and 2,644 images over
12 classes collected from Yahoo. Each image in this dataset is labeled with a 64-dim
binary vector to denote the attributes. The AwA dataset contains 30,475 images
from 50 classes of animals. Each class is associated with a 85-dim attribute vector.
CUB is a dataset for fine-grained classification. It contains 11,788 images and 200
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Table 2.1: Statistics of the four commonly used ZSL datasets in our experiments.
Number of attributes are also listed.
represented in source/target format. The class splits are provided in the first two
datasets. We follow [1] to use the same 50 test classes for the CUB dataset. For the
SUN dataset, we use the same 10 test classes as in [29].
Dataset
aPY
AwA
CUB
SUN

# instances
12695/2644
24295/6180
8855/2933
14140/200

# classes
20/12
40/10
150/50
707/10

# attributes
64
85
312
102

class categories. Each image is labeled with a 312-dim vector with continuous values.
The SUN-Attribute dataset contains 717 categories with 20 images in each category,
which ends up 14,140 images in total, each annotated with a class label and a 102dim attribute vector. In our experiments we only use class-level attribute vectors if
provided, otherwise all the attribute vectors of the images belong to the same class are
averaged to serve as the class-level attribute vector. The overall statistic information
of the four datasets are summarized in Table2.1.
Image Features. Features extracted from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
can be well generalized for different kinds of tasks. To take advantage of deep
networks for better ZSL performance, we use the same CNN features, 4096-dim
vectors extracted from the verydeep-19 network [68], as adopted in previous ZSL
works [86].

Parameter selection. In our model there are three hyper-parameters γ, µ and ρ.
We conducted parameter selection using the data in the seen classes for each dataset.
Given a dataset with K s source classes and K u target classes, we further split the
source class into Ktrain = bK s ×

Ks
c
K s +K u

training classes and Kval = K s − Ktrain

validation classes. We performed ZSL to conduct parameter selection by using the
Ktrain classes as the seen classes and the Kval classes as the unseen test classes.. All
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the three parameters are selected from the range γ, µ, ρ ∈ {10a |a = −3, −2, ..., 2, 3}.
After parameter selection, we use the selected parameters to perform ZSL with the
original seen and unseen classes.

Model Initialization. The iterative training of the proposed model needs to start
at a good initialization of the two model parameter matrices, the representation
matrix Z = [Z s ; Z u ] and the dictionary matrix Φ. Simple random initialization can
lead to very poor solutions. In this work, we adopted an informative initialization
procedure. First, we can directly initialize the latent representation of the labeled
instances Z s as the corresponding class prototype vectors; i.e., Z s = Y s M B > . Then,
we solve the following matrix factorization problem on the labeled data based on
the initial Z s : minΦm kX s − Y s M Φm k2F , which has a closed-form solution and yields
Φm = (M > Y s > Y s M + I)−1 M > Y s > X s , where the small constant  is added to avoid
numerical problem. This solution Φm can be used as the initialization for the first
m rows of dictionary Φ, which are corresponding to the m attributes. The rest b
rows of Φ can be randomly initialized. Finally, given the initialized Φ, we can pursue
an initialization of Z u by solving a matrix factorization problem on the unlabeled
test data: minZ u kX u − Z u Φk2F , which provides the initialization Z u = X u Φ> (ΦΦ> +
I)−1 . Although these initialization values are out of the feasible region, i.e., they
do not satisfy the non-negative constraints, they can greatly incorporate information
retrieved from the data and labels. Moreover, in the iterative training procedure, Z
and Φ will be immediately pushed into the feasible region after on iteration. In our
experiments, we found such an initialization procedure can lead to better results than
either random initialization or feasible initialization.
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Table 2.2: Zero-shot classification results in terms of multi-class classification accuracy
on the four ZSL datasets. ”-” indicates results not reported.
Method
IAP [39]
UDA-ZSL [33]
SSE-INT [86]
SSE-ReLU [86]
JLSE [87]
DSRL
DSRL-LP

2.5.2

aPY
21.14
44.15±0.34
46.23±0.53
50.35±2.97
56.29±0.44
51.29±1.42

AwA
49.16
73.2
71.52±0.79
76.33±0.83
79.12±0.53
77.38±0.06
87.22±0.27

CUB
25.43
39.5
30.19±0.59
30.41±0.20
41.78±0.52
50.26±0.04
57.14±0.07

SUN
48.50
82.17±0.76
82.50±1.32
83.83±0.29
82.00±0.00
85.40±0.22

Avg.
36.05
57.01±0.62
58.87±0.72
63.77±1.08
66.48±0.14
70.26±0.50

Zero-Shot Classification

We compared the proposed approach with a baseline IAP [39] with CNN features and a few state-of-the-art ZSL methods recently developed in the literature and
reported the results in Table2.2.
We tested two different versions of the proposed discriminative semantic representation learning (DSRL) approach. The first version directly performs prediction by
comparing the learned semantic vectors Z u B with the class label prototype vectors
as shown in Eq.(2.3-3). We denote this version as DSRL. The second version uses the
label propagation technique to classify the test instances in the unseen classes. We
denote this version as DSRL-LP. The number of additional latent semantic components in our model was set to b = 10 on all the datasets. For label propagation, we
used k = 10 to build the k-NN graph, while σ was computed as the mean of distances
in the k-NN graph, and α was set to 0.5 for equal preference over the initial prediction and the propagation factor. We repeat each experiment five times with different
model initialization and reported the average multi-class classification accuracy results and the standard deviations. Among the comparison methods, UDA-ZSL [33]
is most relevant to our proposed approach as it also adopted a sparse coding framework and treated ZSL as unsupervised domain adaptation to bridge the domain shift.
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However in their model, the source dictionary and target dictionary are learned separately. They conducted experiments in several different settings. We compared to
their results produced in the same experimental setting as other methods, i.e., using
CNN features and label attributes. SSE-INT and SSE-ReLU are two variants of the
semantic similarity matching method proposed in [86]. JLSE is a more recently developed state-of-the-art method [87], which uses dictionary learning for joint latent
similarity embedding.
From Table2.2, we can see that the proposed DSRL-LP method consistently outperforms all the comparison methods on all the four datasets, with substantial margins on some datasets. In particular, on the CUB dataset, the proposed DSRL-LP
outperforms the best comparison method JLSE by 15.36%. The CUB dataset is for
fine-grained classification which is quite challenging for general ZSL methods. Most
attributes in this dataset are designed as ‘color’ and ‘shape’ of birds, e.g. ‘wing color’,
‘back color’, ‘eye color’, ‘wing shape’, etc. There is a clear correspondence between
the attribute vector and the visual appearance of an image. Our discriminative NMF
framework can nicely catch such attributes as visual components and achieve a good
alignment between the latent representation vectors of the images and the attributebased class prototype vectors, while effectively transferring prediction information
based on the visual knowledge from the source to the target domain. Nevertheless,
even if the datasets, e.g., AwA and SUN, contain some attributes that are not designed specifically for visual component identification, the proposed approach still can
achieve a consistent mapping from the visual components to the attribute concepts
and produce useful semantic instance representations for ZSL; on AwA and SUN,
DSRL-LP outperforms the best comparison results by 8.10% and 1.57% respectively.
Between the two variants of the proposed approach, DSRL-LP and DSRL, we can
see with label propagation, DSRL-LP can boost the performance substantially on
three out of the four datasets, and outperforms DSRL by 9.84%, 6.88% and 3.40%
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Figure 2.1: Visualization of confusion matrix from the DSRL prediction results on
the four datasets. Brighter color stands for higher value.
on AwA, CUB and SUN respectively. This suggests that the rich semantic information from Z u is useful for ZSL. However, we do observe a performance drop on
the aPY dataset. To investigate the reason, we pro- duced the confusion matrices
for the DSRL prediction re- sults without label propagation on the four datasets,
which are presented in Figure2.1. We can see that the confusion matrix on the aPY
dataset contains more noise than on the other datasets, which suggests large prediction uncertain- ties. In such case, label propagation can lead to a propaga- tion of the
noise and degrade the prediction performance. But it is worth to notice that without label propagation, the proposed DSLR outperforms the best comparison method,
JLSE, by 5.94% on aPY.
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As mentioned before, the matrix Z in our model serves as a high-level semantic
representation of the instances, whose submatrix ZB should be well aligned with
the class prototype vectors. To catch a glimpse of of the quality of the learned
Z representation for class separation, we computed the inter-class cosine similarity
matrix for the 12 unseen classes of the aPY dataset by using the average of the in-class
instance representations in Z u or Z u B as the class representation vectors. We also
compared to the results obtained by using the average of the original input instances
within each class as the class representation vector, and using the attribute-based
class prototype vector directly. We visualized the inter-class similarity scores based
on these four different class representations and presented the results in Figure2.2.

2.5.3

Study of the Semantic Representations

We can see that the two figures produced by using the learned semantic representations, Z u or Z u B, have less off-diagonal noise than the figure produced by using
the original feature X u , which suggests better class separation ability. We further
computed the simple average of the off-diagonal values in each similarity matrix to
evaluate its quality, and smaller off-diagonal values indicate better representation
and stronger discriminative power. We obtained an average off-diagonal value of
0.4131 from the similarity matrix computed with original features X u , and obtained
much smaller average values of 0.2300 and 0.2265 from the similarity matrices produced by using our learned representations Z u and Z u B respectively. Even with the
expert-provided attribute-based class prototypes, the average off-diagonal value on
the inter-class similarity matrix is 0.3301, which is larger than our values. These
results show that the latent semantic representations of the instances learned by our
proposed model have great discriminative power for class separation.
Moreover, one important function of our model in supporting ZSL lies in aligning
the semantic representations ZB of the instances with the corresponding attribute-
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Figure 2.2: Visualization of cosine similarities among the twelve classes in aPY
dataset. Each class is represented as average of the following types of data within
the class: (a) Verydeep-19 features X u , (b) attribute vectors in M , (c) the learned
semantic representation Z u B that are aligned with the label attribute vectors, and
(d) the learned semantic representation Z u .
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Table 2.3: Similar attribute pairs computed from visual component features: ha1, a2i
denote a pair of attributes.

aPY
AwA
CUB

SUN

h face, nosei, h face, hairi,
h pot, leafi, h Jet Engine, Propeller i
h ocean, planktoni, h black, whitei
h wing color blue, upperpart color bluei
h wing color rufous, upperpart color rufousi
h underpart color rufous, breast color rufousi
h underpart color green, breast color greeni
h open area, natural lighti, h sailing, divingi,
h hiking, rugged scenei, h diving, scaryi

based class prototype vectors. For effective alignment, we expect that each feature
column in ZB corresponds to one semantic attribute concept, while the corresponding
component in Φ becomes the visual description of the attribute. To verify whether
an effective discriminative representation has been produced by our model, we hence
compare the semantic attributes with their visual description components in Φ. Our
intuition is that if two attributes are visible and have similar appearance, we expect
their corresponding visual description components in Φ can reflect this closeness, and
vice versa. We thus computed the similarity value between each pair of attributes
using their visual description vectors in Φ. In Table2.3 we present some meaningful
pairs we find from the ones with top similarity values. We can see that the visual
component description vectors learned in the dictionary Φ can really reflect the semantic concepts of the attributes. For example in the aPY dataset, ‘face’ and ‘nose’
are visually similar and conceptually related, so are ‘Jet Engine’ and ‘Propeller’. In
SUN dataset, ‘sailing’ and ‘diving’ are very similar. It is even more interesting on
the fine-grained CUB dataset where most of the attributes are related to color and
shape. Here we can see that the learned visual components correctly relate different parts of a bird with the same color to each other; e.g. ‘wing color rufous’ vs.
‘upperpart color rufous’. This suggests the latent feature representations produced
in our model are well aligned with the class attributes.
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Figure 2.3: Performance with different b values. The worst performance is gained
when b = 0.
2.5.4

Latent Dictionary Components

In the proposed model, in addition to the class attribute components, we have
also considered b additional latent components. Our assumption is that the additional latent components can increase the capacity of the model on handling various
background noise or content that is not covered by the existing attributes and hence
help the accurate discovery of the attribute-based components under the minimization of the NMF reconstruction error. But do we really need these additional latent
components? How does the b value affect the performance of the proposed approach?
To answer these questions, we conducted experiments on two datasets, AwA and
CUB, with a set of different b values from the range of {0,5,10,15,20}. For each b
value, the experiments are conducted in the same way as before. The results with
different b values are presented in Figure2.3.
We can see that on both datasets, the worst performance is produced when b = 0,
i.e., no additional latent components. Moreover, the gap between the test accuracy
when b = 0 and the best accuracy is substantially large on both datasets. This
result clearly suggests that the additional latent components are useful and play a
critical role in the proposed ZSL model. The results also intuitively make sense since
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when b = 0, under the reconstruction error, all the background noise will be pushed
into the components for the class attributes, which will negatively affect the learning
of the attribute dictionary and hence the ZSL. With the increase of the b value,
the performance of the proposed approach improves substantially, especially when b
value is small. However, when b value gets too large, e.g, b = 20 on CUB, it can
harm the accurate learning of the existing attribute components and hence the ZSL
performance. Nevertheless, within a reasonable value range, e.g., between 10 and
15, the performance change is very small and the proposed approach achieves great
performance.

2.6

Conclusion

In this chapter we propose a novel zero-shot method to simultaneously learn latent representations for images from both seen and unseen classes based on a common
dictionary that contains basis components for an expanded set of semantic attributes.
By aligning the relevant part of the semantic representation vectors of the labeled
instances to its attribute-based class label vectors under a discriminative max-margin
hinge loss, the learned instance representation vectors can naturally reveal their relevance to different class categories. We formulated the overall learning process as a
semi-supervised sparse non-negative matrix factorization problem and proposed an
iterative optimization algorithm based on projected gradient descent to solve it. We
have also adopted the label propagation methodology to fully exploit the semantic
instance representation vectors produced by our model and perform test instance classification over the unseen classes. We conducted experiments on four standard ZSL
datasets and showed that the proposed approach can outperform the state-of-the-art
ZSL methods.
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CHAPTER 3

PROGRESSIVE ENSEMBLE NETWORKS FOR
ZSL

In the previous chapter, we developed a method to learn the visual feature representations of semantic attribute in a non-negative matrix factorization framework.
We used fixed features extracted from a deep neural network pre-trained on ImageNet dataset. In this chapter, we propose a novel progressive ensemble network
model with multiple projected label embeddings to address zero-shot image recognition. The ensemble network is built by learning multiple image classification functions
with a shared feature extraction network but different label embedding representations, which enhance the diversity of the classifiers and facilitate information transfer
to unlabeled classes. A progressive training framework is then deployed to gradually
label the most confident images in each unlabeled class with predicted pseudo-labels
and update the ensemble network with the training data augmented by the pseudolabels. The proposed model performs training on both labeled and unlabeled data. It
can naturally bridge the domain shift problem in visual appearances and be extended
to the generalized zero-shot learning scenario. We conduct experiments on multiple ZSL datasets and the empirical results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed
model. The work in this chapter had been published in [85].
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3.1

Introduction

Despite the effectiveness of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) on supervised image classification problems, zero shot learning (ZSL) remains a challenging
and fundamental problem due to the rapid expansion of image categories and the
lacking in labeled training data. As a special unsupervised domain adaptation, ZSL
aims to transfer information from the source domain, a set of training classes with
labeled data, to make predictions in the target domain, a set of test classes with only
unlabeled data. Different from standard domain adaptation, in ZSL the labeled training classes and unlabeled test classes have no overlaps – they are entirely disjoint.
Based on the visibility of the instance labels, the training classes and the test classes
are usually referred to as seen and unseen classes respectively.
Existing zero-shot image recognitions have centered on deploying label embeddings
in a common semantic space, e.g., in terms of high level visual attributes, to bridge
the domain gap between seen and unseen classes. For example, animals share some
common characteristics such as ‘black’, ‘yellow’, ‘spots’, ‘stripes’ and so on. Thus
each animal class, either seen or unseen, can be represented as a binary vector in
the semantic attribute space, with each element denoting the appearance/absence of
certain attribute. Much ZSL effort in this direction has focused on developing effective
mapping models from the input visual feature space to the semantic label embedding
space [62, 14, 6, 34], or learning suitable compatibility functions between the two
spaces [2, 70, 79], to facilitate prediction information transfer from the seen classes to
the unseen classes. However, these methods identify visual-semantic mappings only
on the labeled seen class data, which poses a fundamental domain shift problem due
to the appearance variations of visual attributes across seen and unseen classes, and
has negative impact on cross-class generalization (i.e., ZSL performance) [15, 33].
In this paper, we propose a novel ZSL framework with an progressive ensemble
network to address the domain shift problem and improve the generalization ability
36

of ZSL. Existing ZSL works rely on a single set of label embeddings to build interclass label relations for knowledge transfer, which can hardly to be suitable for all
the unseen classes. Instead we construct a deep ensemble network that consists of
multiple image classification functions with a shared feature extraction convolutional
neural network and different label embedding representations. Each label embedding
representation facilitates information transfer from the seen classes to a subset of
unseen classes, while enhancing the diversity of the multiple classifiers. By exploiting multiple classifiers in an ensemble manner, we expect the ensemble network can
overcome the prediction noise and class bias in the original label embeddings to gain
robust zero-shot predictions. Moreover, we exploit the unlabeled data from unseen
classes in a progressive ensemble framework to overcome the domain shift problem.
In each iteration, we select the most confidently predicted unlabeled instances from
each unseen class under the current ensemble network, and combine these selected
instances and their predicted pseudo-labels with the original labeled seen class data
together to refine the ensemble network parameters, especially its feature extraction
component. By incorporating the unseen class instances into the ensemble network
training and dynamically refine the selected instances in each iteration, we expect
the dynamic progressive training process can effectively avoid the issue of overfitting
to the seen classes and improve the generalization ability of the ensemble network on
unseen classes. With the ensemble network directly handling multi-class classification
over all classes, the proposed approach can be conveniently extended to address generalized ZSL. We conduct experiments on three standard ZSL datasets under both
conventional ZSL and generalized ZSL settings. The empirical results demonstrate
the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art ZSL methods.
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3.2
3.2.1

Related Work
Progressive Training with Pseudo-Labels

Exploiting unlabeled data by assigning them predicted pseudo-labels in a static
progressive training procedure has been deployed in standard classification settings in
the literature. A notable example is the well-known co-training method [5], which uses
two different classifiers to produce pseudo-labels on unlabelled data. Sharing similar
ideas with co-training, a recent Tri-training method [89] also exploited outputs of three
different classifiers. In [64], the authors applied tri-training in solving unsupervised
domain adaptation problems. In [4], progressive curriculum learning is used to train
a model on ”easy-to-hard” samples with a pre-defined scheme. The self-paced cotraining work in [48] uses a progressive ”easy-to-hard” strategy as well as two views
of the data for training. The authors of [78] proposed a progressive sampling scheme
for video retrieval task. Distinct from these works above, our proposed work proposes
a novel ensemble network that contains multiple classification functions with different
label embeddings to address a more challenging zero-shot learning problem using a
progressive procedure.

3.3

Approach

We consider zero-shot image recognition in the following setting. We have a set of
s

s
s
N s labeled images, Ds = {(xi , yi )}N
i=1 , from L seen classes S = {1, . . . , L } such that
u

u
yi ∈ S. We also have a set of N u images, Du = {(xj , yj )}N
j=1 , from L unseen classes

U = {Ls +1, . . . , L} such that L = Ls +Lu , where the labels, {yj ∈ U}, are unavailable
during training. We aim to transfer information from the labeled data to predict the
labels of the unlabeled instances. To bridge the gap between seen and unseen classes,
we also assume we have a semantic label representation matrix M ∈ Rm×L , e.g.,
semantic attribute vectors, for all the L seen and unseen classes. In this section, we
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the deep architecture of the proposed progressive ensemble
network. The ensemble network consists of multiple (K) image classification functions, each of which is a composition of a shared image feature extraction function fv
and an individual semantic embedding function fk , i.e., fk ◦fv (x), with k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
We use the ResNet-34 [25] as the feature extraction convolutional neural network fv
and use a multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers (512 units) and ReLU activation functions as each embedding function fk . The progressive training procedure
iteratively and dynamically selects unlabeled instances and their predicted pseudolabels to augment the training data and refine the ensemble network.

present a novel progressive ensemble network model for zero-shot image recognition.
The proposed end-to-end framework is depicted in Figure3.1. It consists of multiple
image classification functions with a shared feature extraction network but different
label embedding representations. A progressive training framework is deployed to
iteratively refine the overall ensemble network by incorporating unlabeled instances
with their predicted pseudo-labels in a dynamic and ensemble manner.

3.3.1

Ensemble Networks

Following the standard ZSL scheme, we can use a convolutional neural network
(CNN) fv to extract high level visual features from an image x, and then use an
embedding network f to embed the visual features fv (x) into the semantic space,
e.g., the attribute space, of label embeddings Rm . Here the overall deep network
f ◦ fv (x) (‘◦’ denotes a composition operation) forms an image classification function
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for all classes, S ∪ U, which can categorize an image x to the nearest class in the
semantic label embedding space Rm . However, though a semantic label embedding
matrix M can enable zero-shot information transfer from the seen classes to the unseen classes, the effectiveness of such information transfer can vary substantially for
different unseen classes due to their various association levels with the seen classes
in the given semantic label embedding space. It is hard to optimize the semantic
associations between the seen classes and all unseen classes simultaneously with one
fixed label embedding matrix M . Hence we propose to project the label embeddings
M into K different embedding spaces, {Pk : Rm → Rh |k = 1, . . . , K}, to induce K
sets of different label embeddings {Pk (M )} to facilitate information transfer to the
unseen classes. For each label embedding matrix Pk (M ), we can produce an embedding network fk , e.g., a multilayer perceptron, to map fv (x) into the corresponding
label embedding space, which forms a zero-shot classification function fk ◦ fv (x). By
employing the K classification functions in an ensemble manner we expect the overall ensemble network can effectively reduce the impact of noise and class bias of the
original label embeddings M to produce robust zero-shot image recognitions.

Label Embedding Projection
We aim to use different label embeddings to capture different label associations
between seen and unseen classes. Towards this goal, we perform the k-th label embedding projection Pk adaptively by maximizing the weighted similarity score between
the seen classes, S, and a randomly selected subset of the unseen classes, Zk ⊂ U,
in the projected label embedding space. In particular, we assume a linear projection
function Pk (M ) = P (k) M , where the projection matrix P (k) ∈ Rh×m has orthogonal rows, i.e., P (k) P (k)> = I. We formulate the label embedding projection as the
following maximization problem:
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arg max

X

P (k)

i∈S,j∈Zk

tr(P (k) M:i Aij M:j> P (k)> )
(3.3-1)

subject to P (k) P (k)> = I
where M:i denotes the i-th column of matrix M and tr(·) denotes a trace function, the
association weight Aij is defined as the cosine similarity between the corresponding
i-th and j-th classes in the original label representation space. This maximization
problem has a closed-form solution:

P (k) = [u1 , u2 , ..., uh ]>

where {ui }hi=1 are the top h eigen vectors of matrix
M:j Aij M:i> ).

(3.3-2)

P

1
>
i∈S,j∈Zk 2 (M:i Aij M:j

+

We can produce K different label embedding projection matrices

K
{P (k) }K
k=1 by randomly selecting K different subsets of unseen classes, {Zk }k=1 . Each

resulting label embedding matrix P (k) M encodes a different knowledge transfer structure between the seen and unseen classes.

Loss Function of the Ensemble Network
Given a labelled training dataset Dtrain = (xi , yi )N
i=1 the deep ensemble neural
network with K classification functions, {fk ◦fv (x)}K
k=1 , can be trained by minimizing
the following negative log-likelihood loss function:
N
K
1 XX
L(ωv , ω1 , ..., ωK ) =
lk (vik , yi )
N i=1 k=1

(3.3-3)

where (ωv , ω1 , . . . , ωK ) denote the model parameters, vik = fk ◦fv (xi ) denotes the k-th
classifier’s prediction vector of instance xi in its label embedding space, and lk (·, ·) is
a negative log-likelihood loss function computed over the softmax prediction scores
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of the k-th classifier:
lk (vik , c) = −log pk (c|vik )
exp(vik> P (k) M:c )
k> (k)
M:c0 )
c0 ∈S∪U exp(vi P

(3.3-4)

= −log P

Note the softmax function above is defined over both seen and unseen classes. It
is designed to include training instances from both seen and unseen classes. Hence,
although initially the labeled training data only contain the labeled instances from
the seen classes, such that Dtrain = Ds and N = N s , we will expand it to include
pseudo-labeled set from unseen classes through progressive training below.

Ensemble Zero-Shto Prediction
With the multiple classification functions learned in the ensemble network, we
can integrate the K classification functions to perform zero-shot prediction on each
unlabeled instance xi from unseen classes. We first make predictions using each of
the K classifiers based on similarity scores:

ŷi (k) = arg max hfv ◦ fk (xi ), P (k) M:c i

(3.3-5)

c∈Zk

where h·, ·i denotes the inner product of two vectors. As the k-th set of label embeddings are produced by maximizing the label associations of seen classes and the subset
of unseen classes Zk , we hence only use the k-th classifier for zero-shot predictions on
the subset of unseen classes Zk . Then we ensemble all the K predictions to determine
the predicted class using a normalized majority voting strategy:

ŷi = arg max φ(xi , c)

(3.3-6)

c

PK

where φ(xi , c) = Pk=1
K

I[c = ŷi (k) ]

k=1
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I[c ∈ Zk ]

(3.3-7)

and I[·] denotes an indicator function that returns value 1 when the given condition
is true. In the case of generalized ZSL, where a test instance xi can be from either
a seen or an unseen class, we still compute the voting score of xi belonging to an
unseen class c using the normalized voting score in Eq.(3.3-7), but we compute the
voting score of xi belonging to a seen class c as its average prediction score on this
P
(k)
M:c i.
class by all the K classifiers, i.e., ψ(xi , c) = K1 K
k=1 hfk ◦ fv (xi ), P
Algorithm 2 Progressive Training of Ensemble Networks
Input: labeled data from seen classes Ds , unlabeled data from unseen classes Du ,
and label embedding matrix M .
Initialization:
Dtrain ← Ds , Dpseudo ← ∅;
perform label embedding projection for {P (k) }K
k=1 ;
train an end-to-end deep ensemble network on Dtrain .
repeat
predict pseudo-labels of Du by Eq.(3.3-6) and (3.3-7);
generate a pseudo-labeled set Dpseudo by selecting the
top Npseudo instances from each unseen class;
update the training set: Dtrain ← Ds ∪ Dpseudo ;
refine the ensemble network parameters on Dtrain .
until MaxIter

3.3.2

Progressive Ensemble Networks

Training with only labeled instances from the seen classes can suffer from the
aforementioned domain shift problem. Meanwhile our ensemble network provides a
natural foundation for making voting-based predictions on the unseen class instances
and incorporating pseudo-labeled instances from the unseen classes in the training
process. We hence propose to deploy a progressive training procedure that iteratively
and dynamically exploits pseudo-labeled unseen class instances to refine the ensemble
network initially trained on the labeled data from seen classes, Ds .
The progressive training algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. In each iteration, it uses the current ensemble network to predict the pseudo-label ŷi with
Equation (3.3-6) for each unlabeled instance xi from the unseen classes. Then for
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each unseen class c ∈ U, it selects the top Npseudo instances with the largest prediction scores φ(xi , c). The instances selected from all the unseen classes together with
N

p
their predicted labels form a pseudo-set Dpseudo = {(xi , ŷi )}i=1
. The ensemble net-

work parameters are then refined by minimizing a loss function in Equation (3.3-3)
over an augmented training set Dtrain = Ds ∪ Dpseudo . As the augmented training set
contains data from both the seen classes and unseen classes, we expect the refined
ensemble network can overcome the domain shift problem in terms of visual appearances of semantic features and improve zero-shot prediction performance. Moreover,
instead of gradually increasing the pseudo-set, we dynamically update this set in each
iteration with the progressively improved ensemble network to correct potential label
mistakes in the previous pseudo-set.

3.4

Experiments

To investigate the empirical performance of our proposed approach, we conducted
experiments under both conventional ZSL and generalized ZSL settings. In this section, we present our experimental results and discussions.

3.4.1

Experiment Settings

Datasets
We used three widely used ZSL datasets with label attribute vectors to conduct
experiments. The first one is the Caltech- UCSD-Birds 200-2011 (CUB) dataset [75].
It is a finegrained dataset of bird species, containing 11,788 images of birds from 200
different species. Each image is also annotated with 312 attributes. The second one
is the SUN dataset [57], which contains 14,340 images from 717 different scenes. In
this dataset each image is annotated with 102 attributes. The third dataset is the
Animal with Attributes 2 (AWA2) dataset [80], which is an updated version of the
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Table 3.1: Summary of the three commonly used datasets for ZSL. The number of
attributes used in each dataset are also provided

Dataset
CUB
SUN
AWA2

Images

Avg.

Classes

Attr.

11788
14340
37322

∼60
∼20
∼750

200 (150+50)
717 (645+72)
50 (40+10)

312
102
85

previous AWA [39] dataset. AWA2 consists of 37,322 images from 50 animal classes.
It also provides 85 numerical attribute values for each class. We used AWA2 instead
of AWA as the raw image data of AWA is not publicly available any more. Following
previous ZSL works, we extracted the label embedding matrix M from the attribute
vectors.

Seen/Unseen splits
In order to perform ZSL, a dataset needs to be split into two disjoint subsets,
the seen classes S and the unseen classes U. To perform scientific ZSL study and
maintain the ‘zero-shot’ principle, a ZSL model should never have access to the true
label information of the unseen class instances during the training phase. However
many ZSL approaches have used CNN models pre-trained on the ImageNet [63] for
image feature extraction. If the pre-trained ImageNet classes have overlaps with
the ZSL test classes, it should be considered as violating the ‘zero-shot’ rule. As
pointed out in the comprehensive evaluation study [80], standard splits (SS) on the
ZSL datasets have unseen class overlaps with the 1K classes of ImageNet, which can
lead to superior performance on these classes. Therefore in this study we also used
the ZSL splits proposed in [80] (PS), which has the same number of test classes as
the SS splits but ensures no class in ImageNet appears in the test set of ZSL. For
the SUN dataset, except for the split with 72 test classes, there is another split with
10 test classes from [29], which is also used in some previous works. We denote this
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split as SUN10 and the split with 72 test classes as SUN72. The overview of these
datasets and seen/unseen class splits are summarized in Table3.1.

Evaluation metric.
We adopted the popularly used Top-1 accuracy to evaluate the ZSL prediction
performance. The Top-1 accuracy counts the proportion of correctly labeled instances
in each test class and then takes an average over all these classes. To compare with
some literature works, we also reported the multi-class classification accuracy results
when needed.

Implementation details.
For an input image, we resized it to 224 × 224 and fed it to ResNet-34 [25]. The
512 dimensional vector from the last average pooling layer of ResNet is used as visual
features of the image. The ResNet is initialized by the pretrained model on ImageNet.
We used multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) with two hidden layers (each with size 512)
and one output layer (with size h) as the consequent embedding functions. ReLU
activation is applied after each layer. We used Adam [31] to train our model, with
the default parameter setting β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and learning rate η = 0.001. We
set MaxIter = 20. In each iteration the model is trained with 100 batches with batch
size 64. For the progressive training procedure, we used Npseudo = min(ρNavg , Nmax )
where Navg , where Navg is the average number of images in each training class, ρ and
Nmax are set to 0.25 and 20 respectively. We used K = 50 different label embeddings (i.e., the number of classifiers). For {Zk }K
k=1 , which are the randomly selected
subsets of unseen classes for producing the label embedding projection matrices, we
set the size of each Zk as half of the unseen class number. We projected the original
label embeddings to a lower dimension space such h < m. We used h = 70 in the
experiments if not specifically noted.
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3.4.2

Conventional ZSL Results

Comparison Methods.
We compared the proposed Progressive Ensemble Network (PrEN) model with
a number of state-of-the-art ZSL methods. These methods can be divided into two
groups: DeViSE [14], SynC [7], ALE [1], SJE [2], and SAE [34] belong to inductive ZSL methods, while the transductive methods include UDA [33], DCL [24],
ReViSE [73], GFZSL [74], and QFSL [71]. All the comparison methods used the
standard fixed splits. We hence take the convenience to cite the results from [80]
and the literature for fair comparisons. In order to separate the impact of the progressive training principle from our proposed ensemble framework, we also compared
with a Progressive Training baseline variant of the proposed model, which drops the
ensemble framework to use only one classifier with the original label embeddings.
Moreover, to investigate the effectiveness of multiple adaptive label embedding projections, we also tested another ensemble baseline variant, which deviates from the
proposed model only by using the same original label embeddings for the K classifiers
without any projection. We denote this baseline variant as P rENw/oP roj .
Results Analysis.
We summarized the comparison results in Table 3.2. As two different evaluation
metrics, Top-1 Accuracy and multi-class accuracy, are used in the comparison works,
we divide the table into two parts, where the top part presents Top-1 accuracy results
and the bottom part presents multi-class accuracy results. We reported the results
of our proposed PrEN method in terms of both evaluation metrics. From the table,
we notice that most results under ‘PS’ are worse than their counterpart results under
‘SS’, especially on the AWA2 datasets. This indicates that the overlapping of test
classes with ImageNet 1K classes did bring extra benefit in performance. However,
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Table 3.2: Experimental results on the four datasets under standard ZSL setting. We
reported both Top-1 Accuracy and multiclass accuracy.
† denotes numbers cited from [80]. Methods in the top part of the table reported
the Top-1 accuracy results (TOP-1), while those in the bottom part reported the
multi-class accuracy (MACC) results. Numbers in bracket denote results on AWA
instead of AWA2. Best results are shown in bold font and second best in italic font.

Methods

CUB
SS
PS

AWA2
SS
PS

SUN72
SS
PS

SUN10

Top-1

DeViSE [14]†
SynC [7]†
ALE [1]†
SJE [2]†
SAE [34]†
ReViSE [73]
GFZSL [74]
QFSL [71]
Progressive Training
PrENw/oP roj
PrEN

53.2
54.1
53.2
55.3
33.4
65.4
63.8
69.7
54.0
64.7
66.9

52.0
55.6
54.9
53.9
33.3
72.1
49.8
61.4
66.4

68.6
71.2
80.3
69.5
80.7
(93.4)
(94.3)
84.8
73.2
88.5
95.7

59.7
46.6
62.5
61.9
54.1
79.7
57.8
66.6
74.1

57.5
59.1
59.1
57.1
42.4
61.7
49.6
61.1
63.3

56.5
56.3
58.1
53.7
40.3
58.3
47.9
60.1
62.9

87.0
76.6
84.4
86.3

mAcc

UDA [33]
DCL [24]
Progressive Training
PrENw/oP roj
PrEN

40.6
53.7
64.4
66.6

49.9
61.4
66.4

(75.6)
(81.9)
73.0
89.4
96.1

53.8
65.7
78.6

49.5
61.0
63.2

48.0
60.2
62.8

84.4
76.7
84.5
86.4

the transductive ZSL methods we found are mostly evaluated under the ‘SS’ setting,
we hence expect their missing results under ‘PS’ can only be worse than the reported
‘SS’ results. Moreover, the transductive works, ReViSE, GFZSL, UDA and DCL,
reported results on CUB, AWA or SUN10, but not on AWA2 and SUN72. Since
AWA2 is nearly a drop-in replacement of AWA [80], we included their results on
AWA just for reference.
From the comparison results in terms of Top-1 accuracy, we can see that PrEN
outperforms all the five inductive methods across all datasets. Comparing with the
transductive methods, PrEN produced the second best results on CUB, SUN10, and
the ‘PS’ split of AWA2, where QFSL performs the best. Nevertheless, PrEN produced
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the best results in all the other cases, the ‘SS’ split of AWA2, both ‘SS’ and ‘PS’
splits of SUN72. In particular, on the more challenging scene classification dataset
SUN72 (more unseen classes and less training data for each class), PrEN achieves
63.3% and 62.9% on ‘SS’ and ‘PS’ splits, and outperforms all the other methods
with notable performance gains. In terms of multiclass accuracy, our proposed PrEN
largely outperforms the two transductive ZSL methods, UDA and DCL. For example,
PrEN achieves 66.6% on CUB and 86.4% on SUN10, which are much better than
the 40.6% reported by UDA on CUB and the 84.4% reported by DCL on SUN10
respectively. These results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach for
conventional zero-shot image recognition tasks.
By comparing the proposed PrEN with the baseline variants, we notice there are
large performance gaps between the proposed full model PrEN and the two variants,
Progressive- Training baseline variant and PrENw/oP roj . Without the ensemble architecture and the diverse label embeddings, the progressive training procedure alone
cannot produce any effective model. Even by just dropping the label embedding
projection but maintaining the ensemble architecture, PrENw/oP roj still yields much
inferior performance than PrEN. These suggest that the proposed ensemble network
architecture with the essential label embedding projections forms a solid and critical
foundation for incorporating pseudo-labels through progressive training.
Empirical Computational Complexity. From above, we can see that tremendous performance gain has been achieved by the proposed PrEN model over its baseline Progressive Training variant. As PrEN involves training multiple classifiers,
K = 50 in our experiments, while the Progressive Training variant has K = 1, a
natural question to ask is that how much additional computational cost is required
to yield such performance gain. Here we use the number of floatingpoint operations
(FLOPs), i.e., the total number of multiplication and addition operations, involved in
passing one image from the input of the deep network architecture to the outputs as
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an empirical measure of the computational complexity induced by each deep model.
Both models share the same ResNet34 backbone structure which involves 3.6 billion
FLOPs, while PrEN has 49 more MLP components than the Progressive baseline, and
each component has around 0.8 million FLOPs. Comparing to the 3.6 billion FLOPs
in the backbone ResNet, the additional 49 × 0.8 million ≈ 0.04 billion FLOPs induced
by the proposed PrEN is relatively negligible, which however contributed to the average 16:9% and 17:9% performance gain in terms of Top-1 accuracy and multi-class
accuracy respectively. This again validates the suitability and efficacy of the proposed
ensemble architecture with localized adaptive label embedding projections.

3.4.3

Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of the proposed model with respect
to its two hyper-parameters, K and h. K is the number of projected label embeddings as well as the number of classifiers, while h is the dimension of projected label
embeddings. To study how does h affect the test performance, we performed conventional ZSL on the CUB dataset with the ‘PS’ split. We fixed K = 50 and repeated
the experiment for each h value from the set {10, 20, 30, . . . , 70}. The test accuracies
are reported on the left side of Figure 3.2. We can see that the test ZSL accuracies
increase quickly from h = 10 to h = 30 and then the increase becomes very small.
Nevertheless the best performance is achieved at h = 50. This suggests that larger
dimension does help preserve useful information in the projected label embeddings.
But even with a very small fraction of the original dimension, e.g., 10%, our model
can achieve very good performance; on CUB a h value within (30, 70] would be a
safe choice. We also performed sensitivity analysis for K on CUB. We fixed h = 70
and tested different K values from {10, 20, . . . , 60}. The test accuracy results with
different K values are reported in the right subfigure of Figure 3.2. It is easy to
observe that the ZSL accuracy is very poor when K has a small value 10. Then the
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Figure 3.2: Parameter sensitivity analysis. When h increases, the performance also
increases and then saturates. We observe same trend on parameter K.
ZSL performance dramatically increases with K increasing from 10 to 30, and the
change becomes very small with K further increasing to 60. These results suggest
our proposed model is not very sensitive to the hyper-parameters K as long as it is
set to values within the reasonable range, such as K > 30.

3.4.4

Generalized ZSL Results

Majority of ZSL works in the literature has focused on the conventional ZSL
setting, where the test classes are assumed to consist of only unseen classes. This
assumption can be overly strict. Hence here we conducted experiments to compare the
test performance of the proposed progressive ensemble network (PrEN) with related
methods under the generalized ZSL (GZSL) setting, where the test instances can
come from both seen and unseen classes. As the classifiers within our PrEN model
perform multi-class classification over all the classes, it can be conveniently extended
to address GZSL. For GZSL the main problem is that many unseen class instances
can be wrongly classified into seen classes. Hence we only select pseudo instances
for unseen classes in the first few iterations of the progressive training process, while
selecting pseudo instances for both seen and unseen classes in later iterations to
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Table 3.3: Classification performances in terms of Top-1 accuracy on three datasets
under generalized ZSL setting.
† denotes numbers cited from [80]. ‘u’ and ‘s’ denotes Top-1 accuracies on unseen
and seen classes, respectively. ‘H’ denotes the harmonic mean of them.

Methods
DeViSE [14]†
SynC [7]†
ALE [1]†
SJE [2]†
SAE [34]†
STEN

u

CUB
s

H

u

AWA2
s

H

u

23.8
11.5
23.7
23.5
7.8
35.2

53.0
70.9
62.8
59.2
54.0
55.8

32.8
19.8
34.4
33.6
13.6
43.1

17.1
10.0
16.8
8.0
1.1
32.4

74.7
90.5
76.1
73.9
82.2
88.6

27.8
18.0
27.5
14.4
2.2
47.4

16.9
7.9
21.8
14.7
8.8
35.4.6

SUN72
s
27.4
43.3
33.1
30.5
18.0
27.2

H
20.9
13.4
26.3
19.8
11.8
30.8

achieve balanced performance. To evaluate our model under GZSL, we follow the
comprehensive study in [80] to use the ‘PS’ splits, and separate a random 20% of the
instances for each seen class and add these into the test set. We evaluated the top-1
test accuracy on unseen and seen classes separately, and compute their harmonic mean
as the GZSL accuracy result. We compared to five ZSL methods that have addressed
GZSL in the literature. Although the authors of [71] also reported their GZSL results
of the transductive method QFSL, they conducted GZSL in a non-standard and
limited general setting with extra knowledge – they assumed whether the unlabeled
instances belong to seen vs unseen classes is known. For fairness, we hence did not
compare with their results. Our comparison results are reported in Table3.3. We
can see that some comparison methods can achieve quite good performance on seen
classes while their zero-shot accuracy on unseen classes is very low; for example SynC
achieves 11.5% (unseen) and 70.9% (seen) on AWA2, as well as 10.0% (unseen) and
90.5% (seen) on CUB. The overall performance of the comparison methods on all
classes, under column ‘H’, is still poor. We also notice there is usually a trade-off
between the performance on the seen classes and that on the unseen classes, while
the harmonic mean measures the overall performance. The proposed PrEN though
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didn’t yield superior performance on seen classes, its zero-shot prediction performance
on unseen classes is much better than the other comparison methods. Moreover, in
terms of the overall GZSL performance, we can see the proposed PrEN outperforms
all the comparison methods with large margins. This validates the effectiveness of
the proposed model under GZSL setting.

3.5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel progressive deep ensemble network for transductive zero-shot image recognition. By integrating multiple classifiers with different
label embeddings, the ensemble network can maintain informative knowledge transfer
from seen classes to unseen classes through adaptive inter-label relations. By progressively refining the ensemble network parameters with pseudo-labeled test instances,
the training procedure can alleviate the domain shift problem and avoid overfitting to
the seen classes. We conducted experiments on multiple standard datasets under both
conventional and generalized ZSL settings. The proposed model has demonstrated
superior performance than the state-of-the-art comparison methods.
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CHAPTER 4

SEMANTIC MATCHING FOR LABEL-LESS
CLASSIFICATION

In this chapter, we will go beyond ZSL and explore label-less classification. In ZSL
knowledge are transferred between two tasks of the same type, e.g., animal image classification, while in label-less classification, we transfer knowledge between different
type of tasks, i.e., from general object detection to scene image classification. In ZSL,
one need to firstly train a model on a similar source task before knowledge is transferred to target task, while in label-less classification a pre-trained off-the-shelf general
object detector can be directly used for the target. Due to these differences, label-less
classification has better generalization ability than ZSL. The key of our methodology
is to utilize existing object detectors to represent images in terms of high-level objects and then automatically categorize them based on the semantic relatedness of the
object names and scene labels. We then incorporate a label propagation step to refine the automatic scene categorization results. Experiments are conducted on three
standard scene classification datasets. The results show that our labelless semantic method can achieve reasonable performance and alleviate considerable amount of
scene annotation effort by comparing with supervised scene categorization baselines.
The work in this chapter has been published in [83].
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4.1

Introduction

Natural scene classification is a challenging problem for computer vision, since
most scenes are collections of entities (e.g. objects) organized in a highly variable
layout. This high variability in appearance has made flexible visual representations
quite popular for this problem. Many works have proposed to represent scene images
as orderless collections, or ‘bags’ of locally extracted visual features, such as SIFT
or HoG [47, 9]. This is known as the bag-of-features (BoF) representation. For the
purpose of classification, these features are pooled into an invariant image representation known as the Fisher vector (FV) [28, 59], which is then used for discriminant
learning. Until very recently, bag-of-SIFT FV achieved state-of-the-art results for
scene classification [65].
Recently, there has been much excitement about alternative image representations,
learned with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [40], which have demonstrated
impressive results on large scale image classification [35]. This has prompted many
researchers to extend CNNs to problems such as action recognition [30], object localization [18], scene classification [20], and domain adaptation [10]. Current multi-layer
CNNs can be decomposed into a first stage of convolutional layers, a second fullyconnected stage, and a final classification stage. The convolutional layers perform
pixel wise transformations, followed by localized pooling, and can be thought of as
extractors of visual features. Hence, the convolutional layer outputs are a BoF representation. The fully connected layers then map these features into a vector amenable
to linear classification. This is the CNN analog of a Fisher vector mapping.
Beyond SIFT Fisher vectors and CNN layers, there exists a different class of image mappings known as semantic representations. These mappings require vectors of
classifier outputs, or semantic descriptors, extracted from an image. Several authors
have argued for the potential of such representations [38, 42, 60, 72, 37]. For example,
semantic representations have been used to describe objects by their attributes [38],
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represent scenes as collections of objects [42], and capture contextual relations between classes [60]. There are also scene classification techniques that tend to rely on
a collection of locally extracted semantic image descriptors, which we refer to as bag
of semantics (BoS) [72, 37, 42].
In this paper, we also use the semantic information of objects to represent an
image. Our observation is that, certain objects always appear in certain scenes, e.g.,
‘microwave’ and ‘refrigerator’ always appear in ‘kitchen’. Thus if we could detect
those objects in an image, it is very likely that this image belong to that certain
scene. There has been successful object detectors such as Deformable Part based
Models (DPMs) [13], Overfeat [66], and DeepID-net [54]. We firstly use feed an
image to these detectors and get the probabilities that those objects exist in this
image. Then we use these probabilities as weights to combine those word embedding
vectors of the objects to form the image embedding vector. If the detected objects are
semantically closely related to some scene, then their embedding vectors should have
high similarity scores, which resulted in the highest score of the image belonging to
that certain scene. Our approach only requires bunch of pre-trained object detectors
and semantic word embedding vectors for those objects and the target scene classes.
We do not need any scene image or label information from training set, thus we call
it semi-supervised approach. Moreover, since we do not use any training data, those
test data/classes are totally zero-shot. Images from any classes can be added to the
test data. All you need is the word embedding vector for that scene class.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 4.2 we introduce previous
works related to ours. In section 4.3 we describe detailed information of our approach
and in section 4.4 we describe how we perform experiments to test our approach on
standard datasets. Finally in section 4.5 we draw a conclusion on our work.
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4.2
4.2.1

Related Work
Scene Classification with Intermediate Representations

Natural scene classification is a challenging problem for computer vision, since
most scenes are collections of entities (e.g. objects) organized in a highly variable
layout. This high variability in appearance has made mid-level, flexible visual representations quite popular for this problem. In [42] the authors use the responses
of many object detectors to construct an image representation for classification task.
[12, 38] proposed to describe images by their attributes. By manually labeling the
images by a mid-level semantic representation (attributes), they learnt classifiers that
can be well generalized across categories. In another work [72] the authors trained
a set of classifiers for individual visual semantic attributes, which as been manually
specified. They use these attribute classifiers to make predictions on new images or
image regions and then use the outputs as a low dimensional image descriptor which
has explicit semantic meanings.
In another line of work, researchers try to discover a set of discriminative patches
which can serve as a fully unsupervised mid-level visual representation. In [69] they
iteratively discover patches with representative and discriminative property in a fully
unsupervised manner. Those patches are more adaptable to the appearance distributions in the real world than low-level features, but not necessarily to be high-level
entities. More recently some researchers make use of generic CNN features to harvest
discriminative visual objects and parts (called Meta Objects [77]) for scene classification. They firstly screened a set of representative regions that frequently appear
in the images for certain categories and then fine-tuned a CNN based on those discriminative clusters. Their representation of scene images delivered state-of-the-art
performance on popular datasets. In [43] the authors proposed a patch based latent variable model to learn semantic representation for better scene classification
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problem.
While these methods successfully construct mid-level representations of scene images by discovering regions that have discriminative power, there still need to have
label information associated with each image to train their model. In our work we try
to demonstrate that, by further building semantic connections between those midlevel representations and target scene classes, which we can get from NLP research,
it is possible to classifying images with out any label information.

4.2.2

Semantic Word Embedding

One of the strongest trends in Natural Language Processing (NLP) at the moment
is the use of word embeddings, which are vectors whose relative similarities correlate
with semantic similarity. Such vectors can be used both as an end in itself (for computing similarities between terms), and as a representational basis for tasks like text
classification, document clustering, part of speech tagging, named entity recognition,
sentiment analysis, and so on.
Word embeddings are based on the idea that contextual information alone constitutes a viable representation of linguistic items. Two of the most successful and acknowledged recent models are Skip-gram [51] and CBoW [50]. Both of these two models use neural network to learn the underlying vector representation of each word in the
corpus. The difference is that CBOW is predicting a word given its context while Skipgram is predicting the context given a word. By maximizing the average log probability, the learnt word embedding vectors will have some interesting properties like ‘capital’:‘country’ analogies. For example, ”Germany”:”Berlin”::”France”:”Paris”. Also,
words that are semantically closer will have higher similarity, such as the cosine similarity between ‘keyboard’ and ‘laptop’ is larger than that between ‘keyboard’ and
‘giraffe’.
Since from an object detector we can know whether an object appears in an image,
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it is possible to use the embedding vectors of objects to represent an image, and then
predict the scene class by finding the scene word with highest similarity. Because
we are using semantic word embedding vectors which can be trained from a large
collection of documents in a fully unsupervised way, there does not need to have label
information associated with images to train our model. Moreover when testing, there
can be any scene classes to be classified as long as we have its word embedding vector.
In the following section we will introduce our approach in more details.

4.3
4.3.1

Approach
Labelless Semantic Scene Categorization

Given a set of D images {I1 , ..., ID } and a set of N scene category labels
{c1 , ..., cN }, we aim to automatically classify each image Ii into one of the N scene
categories. The main idea is to first represent the images in terms of high-level visual
concepts, objects, and then exploit the semantic relatedness between the abstractive
scene concepts and the objects that visually express scene concepts to automatically
categorize the images into scene classes. The process of our methodology is illustrated
in Figure 4.1. Below we will present it in detail.

4.3.2

High-level Object-based Image Representation

Natural scenes are abstractive high-level semantic concepts. Most scenes are expressed as a collections of high-level visual entities, such as objects, in variable layouts.
It has been shown in the literature that high-level semantic representations such as
objects are very useful for scene classification [42]. Meanwhile there are fich image
resources with object labels such as ImageNet available on the Internet to be used
for training generic object detectors [66, 54]. We hence propose to exploit the generic
object detectors pre-trained on the auxiliary image resources to produce high-level
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Figure 4.1: An illustration example of the semantic matching process for the proposed method. First, a set of objects {oi } are detected from image I, each with a
corresponding normalized detection probability θi (I). Next, the semantic embedding
vector ϕ(oi ) for each object oi and the semantic embedding vector ϕ(c) for each scene
category c are computed from the auxiliary NLP word embeddings. The semantic
embedding vector ψ(I) for image I is then computed as a probability weighted sum of
the object semantic embedding vectors. Finally, the similarity-based matching scores
between ψ(I) and each ϕ(c) are computed and the image can be assigned into the
scene category (‘buffet’ in this example) that has the largest matching score (0.48) in
this example.
object-based representations for the target unlabeled images.
Let θ(·) denote the objectdetection function produced by the object detectors on
a set of m objects with object labels {o1 , o2 , ..., om |ok ∈ W, k = 1, 2, ..., m}. Given
an image I, the output of the object detection will be a probabilistic vector over
the m objects such that θ(I) = [θ1 (I), ..., θi (I), ..., θm (I)], where each value θi (I)
indicates how likely the image I contains the object oi . This vector θ(I) hence
forms the object-based high-level representation of image I. To reduce the impact of
noisy object detections, we choose to only consider the top T detected objects for each
image (we used T = 10 in experiments), while setting the remaining smaller detection
probabilities, {θi (I)}, as zeros. We further normalize the vector θ(I) to sum to 1, in
order to represent each image at the same quantity level. For example, in Figure 4.1,
the θ(I) function returns a vector of probability values [0.44, 0.32, 0.05, ..., 0.03] over
a set of objects {‘pizza’, ‘trifle’, ‘bagle’,...,‘plate’}.
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4.3.3

Semantic Embeddings of High-level Visual Concepts

Computer vision tasks have natural connections with natural language processing
(NLP) since each high-level visual concept, such as an object name or a scene label,
is described using the key linguistic elements of NLP, words or phrases. Recent
advances in NLP techniques have allowed the semantic meanings of linguistic words
and phrase to be learned in the form of distributed embedding vectors from the
contextual information of large text corpora without human supervision [51].
The availability of the semantic word embedding vectors from NLP field provides
a natural way of expressing the high-level visual concepts, such as object names
and scene category labels, in the same semantic embedding space. Let φ(·) denote
the word/phrase embedding function produced by NLP techniques, which maps a
word/phrase into a d-dimensional embedding vector space: φ : Wp 7→ Rd . However,
the domain Wp usually contains all single words but only a subset of phrases which
may not cover all the phrases in our object names or scene labels. Hence below we
define a general word/phrase embedding function ϕ : W 7→ Rd based on φ(·), which
maps any input word/phrase, e.g., an object name oi , into a d-dimensional embedding
vector space:
ϕ(oi ) =




φ(o )

if oi ∈ Wp

i

(4.3-1)


P

 w∈o φ(w) otherwise
i
where w denotes a single word. For example, for an object name ‘dining table’∈
/ Wp ,
we will have ϕ(‘dining table’) = φ(‘dining’) + φ(‘table’); in Figure 4.1, the embedding vectors of the object names, {‘pizza’, ‘trifle’,...,‘plate’}, are demonstrated in the
column under ”ϕ(oi )”.
Sometimes we have more than one phrases to describe an object; e.g., ‘trash can’,
‘garbage can’ and ‘dustbin’ all refer to the same object. In this case, we propose to
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use the average of embedding vectors of the phases to represent the object:
Ki
1 X
(k)
ϕ(oi ) =
ϕ(oi )
Ki k=1

(4.3-2)

(k)

where {oi , k = 1, 2, ..., Ki } refer to all the Ki phrases that describe the i-th object.
Similarly we can compute the embedding vectors of the scene category labels,
{c1 , ..., cN }, in the same semantic embedding space using the same embedding function
ϕ(·) defined above. In Figure 4.1, the embedding vectors of the scene labels, {‘buffet’,
‘bathroom’, ‘garage’,...,‘office’}, are demonstrated in the column under “ϕ(c)”.

4.3.4

Scene Classification with Semantic Matching

The visual relationships of high-level visual concepts are typically consistent with
their semantic relationships since images and text descriptions can be two parallel
ways of recording the same observations of life and nature. For example, in an image
of a ‘bedroom’ scene, it is most likely to see objects such as ‘bed’,‘lamp’ and ‘shade
curtain’, while in an article talking about bedroom it is also very likely to see these
object phrases. In addition, the word/phrase embedding vectors produced by NLP
tools can carry semantic meanings induced from natural text resources. They often
demonstrate interesting properties in expressing various semantic relationships. For
example, it has been shown that ϕ(‘Paris’) - ϕ(‘France’) + ϕ(‘Italy’) result in a similar embedding vector to ϕ(‘Rome’) [50]. Given the consistent visual and semantic
relationships and the availability of semantic word/phrase embedding vectors, the
high-level object-based representation of images creates a great opportunity for automatically building connections between the images and scene labels in the semantic
embedding vector space. We are hence enlightened to develop a labelless image classification approach that performs scene classification by conducting automatic semantic
matching between the images and the scene labels in the semantic embedding space.
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We view the semantic representation of an image as the combination of the semantic embedding vectors for all the objects it contains. Since our object detection
function outputs probabilities for the appearance of the considered objects in a given
image, we compute the semantic embedding vector of an image I by taking a weighted
sum of the embedding vectors for all the objects:

ψ(I) =

m
X

θi (I)ϕ(oi )

(4.3-3)

i=1

This ψ(·) function maps an image into the same semantic embedding space as the
object and scene category labels. We can then compute the matching score between
an image I and a scene category c as the cosine similarity score between their semantic
embedding vectors:
s(I, c) =

ψ(I)> ϕ(c)
kψ(I)k kϕ(c)k

(4.3-4)

where k · k denotes the Euclidean norm. Note the usage of cosine similarity function
can eliminate normalization issues over the image and scene category representation
vectors. The matching scores of the i-th image Ii with all the scene categories then
form a row vector:

Y (i, :) = [s(Ii , c1 ), s(Ii , c2 ), ..., s(Ii , cN )]

(4.3-5)

According to our assumption that visual and semantic relationships are consistent,
we expect each image will have the largest matching score with its underlying scene
category. Hence we can automatically classify the image Ii by assigning it into the
scene category cyi that has the highest matching score among all the N scene categories; that is, yi = arg maxj Y (i, j). For the example demonstrated in Figure 4.1,
the image is successfully classified into the scene category with label ‘buffet’ that has
the highest matching score 0.48.
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4.3.5

Classification Refinement with Label Propagation

The labelless scene classification method proposed above can output unreliable
matching scores for images on which the object detection function has poor detection
results. We hence propose an additional label propagation step on a k-NN graph built
over all the D images based on the extracted CNN features to refine the semantic
matching results Y . Moreover, since we only want to propagate the most confident
predictions through the graph, we further prepare Y for propagation by only keeping
the top-δ fraction of scores in each class (the columns of Y ) and setting other values
to zeros. The label propagation is expected to exploit the intrinsic manifold structure
of the images and propagate confident predictions to improve the ultimate scene
classification performance.
To build a k-NN graph, we first compute the squared Euclidean distance between
each pair of images, such that d((x)i , (x)j ) = kxi − xj k2 , where (x)i (or xj ) denotes
the CNN feature vector of image Ii (or Ij ). Then we construct the k-NN graph by
computing the RBF kernel based affinity matrix W in the following way:

Wij =




exp( −d(xi2,xj ) ), if i ∈KNN(j) or j ∈KNN(i)
2σ


0,

(4.3-6)

otherwise

where KNN(i) denotes the k-nearest neighbors of the i-th image. After computing
the normalized Laplacian matrix L from W such as L = Q−1/2 W Q−1/2 where Q is
P
a diagonal matrix with Qii = j Wij , we can take the standard label propagation
technique in [88] to perform label propagation, which provides the following refined
prediction score matrix:
Y ∗ = (I − αS)−1 × Y

(4.3-7)

where I is an identity matrix of size D and α ∈ [0, 1] is a regularization trade-off
parameter. Same as before, in each row of Y ∗ , the class wit hthe largest score is
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selected to be the predicted class.

4.4

Experiments

We conducted experiments on three standard scene classification datasets, MITIndoor, 15-Scene and SUN datasets. The MIT-Indoor database contains 67 indoor
scene categories and the number of images varies across categories, with at least 100
images per category. We used a subset of 30 classes with some common scene labels
such as ‘game room’, ‘kitchen’, ‘bathroom’, ‘office’, etc.. The 15-Scene dataset contains images in 15 natural scene categories, including ‘bedroom’, ‘highway’, ‘kitchen’
and ‘mountain’. Each of its classes contains more than 200 grayscale images. The
SUN dataset contains a large number of categories and images. We chose a subset of
50 categories to use by dropping categories that are semantically close; for example,
‘bookstore’ and ‘library’ are semantically close to each other and we picked only one
of them. Each of these 50 categories contains at least 100 images and in total we have
15812 images.

4.4.1

Free Auxiliary Resources

Two types of free auxiliary resources exploited in this work are object detectors
and NLP tools that produce word embedding vectors. We used an existing stateof-the-art object prediction/detection technique, OverFeat [66], to produce object
detectors. The OverFeat tool is pre-trained on ImageNet with 1000 classes. We
dropped the classes that can potentially overlap with our scene categories and used
the remaining classes that focused on objects.
For producing the semantic embeddings used in our approach, we used one most
popular NLP model for learning word embeddings, the Skip-gram model [51]. It
learns word representation vectors by predicting the context words (or phrases) in
a sentence or a document. The model is trained on a large document collection,
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15-Scene
MIT-Indoor
SUN

LSM
LSM+LP
LSM
LSM+LP
LSM
LSM+LP

mcAccu
34.18
53.36
34.62
42.05
30.41
34.55

avgAccu
91.22
93.78
95.64
96.14
97.22
97.38

mAUC
81.27
90.76
81.68
89.05
78.43
83.36

Table 4.1: Performance of the proposed approach in terms of the three evaluation
metrics.
Google News dataset, and its published results contain 300-dim embedding vectors
for 3 million words and phrases.

4.4.2

Labelless Scene Classification Results

We first investigated the classification performance of the proposed methodology.
We compared two variants of the proposed methodology, LSM and LSM+LP, where
LSM+LP denotes the proposed full approach with label propagation refinement and
LSM denotes the variant with only the semantic matching procedure. We conducted
the comparison to investigate the effectiveness of the simple semantic matching procedure and the label propagation refinement procedure separately. For the label
propagation step, we used k = 30 for the k-NN graph construction, and set the radius of the RBF kernel, σ 2 , as the average of the squared distances of the edges in the
k-NN graph. We used δ = 0.2 to keep the top 20% of the confident matching scores
in each class as the initial matrix for propagation, and used α = 0.5 to give the initial
matrix sufficient weights while allowing modifications from the propagation.
Our methodology is entirely unsupervised at the scene label level.Both LSM and
LSM+LP automatically predict the scene labels for all the images in each dataset.
We used three evaluation metrics, multi-class accuracy (mcAccu), average of per-class
accuracy (avgAccu), and mean of per-class AUC (Area Under ROC-curve) (mAUC),
to evaluate the classification performance. The results are reported in Table4.1. We
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can see the results are reasonably good. The average per-class accuracy of both
variants are over 95% on MIT-Indoor and SUN and over 91% on 15-Scene. LSM
achieved above 78% of mAUC on all three datasets and the full approach LSM+LP
further increases the performance to over 89% on 15-Scene and MIT-Indoor and to
over 83% on SUN. In terms of multi-class accuracy, LSM achieved a performance of
over 30%, while LSM+LP boosted the performance to 53.36%, 42.05% and 34.55%
on 15-Scene, MIT-Indoor and SUN respectively. Considering there are 15, 30 and
50 classes in these three datasets respectively, these multi-class accuracy values are
reasonably good; without scene annotations, the expected naive random guess results
in terms of multi-class accuracy will be around 6.7% on 15-Scene, 3.3% on MITIndoor and 2.0% on SUN. By comparing the results of LSM and LSM+LP, we can
see that the label propagation refinement step is very helpful, and it induces notable
large performance increases in terms of multi-class accuracy and mAUC on the three
datasets.

4.4.3

Alleviation of the Annotation Effort

We have also conducted experiments to compare our proposed full method
LSM+LP with two supervised baselines, HOG+KNN and CNN+KNN. Both
HOG+KNN and CNN+KNN use the K-Nearest Neighbor method to perform supervised scene classification, while HOG+KNN uses the HOG features [9] to represent
each image and CNN+KNN uses the advanced CNN features [66]. We used K =5 in
the experiments. Since the proposed methodology does not require any labeled data
with scene annotations, it is not fair to compare its classification performance with the
supervised classifiers which have to be trained on labeled images. Instead we are interested to find out how many labeled training images are required to increase the performance of the supervised baselines to the level of our proposed labelless method, which
can be viewed as the amount of annotation effort alleviated by our approach. On each
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Figure 4.2: Classification performance v.s. annotation effort in terms of the number of
labeled training instances. The proposed LSM+LP does not use the scene annotation
information.
dataset, we randomly split the data into 80% training/20% test and then ran the supervised baselines with different numbers of labeled images from the training set. We
repeated the process five times and collected five sets of results. The unsupervised
method, LSM+LP, is also evaluated on the same set of test images. We tested the
following sets of labeled training sizes, [15, 30, 45, . . . , 300], [30, 60, 90, . . . , 600], and
[50, 100, 150, . . . , 1000], on 15-Scene, MIT-Indoor and SUN datasets respectively. The
average results are reported in Figure4.2. We can see our unsupervised approach consistently outperforms the supervised HOG+KNN method, while CNN+KNN takes
considerable number of labeled instances to reach the performance level of our unsu-
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pervised method. In terms of multi-class accuracy, CNN+KNN uses about 120, 600
and 270 labeled training images on the three datasets respectively to reach the performance level of LSM+LP. In terms of average per-class accuracy, it also took around
120, 600 and 270 labeled instances for CNN+KNN to reach LSM+LP. It is similar to
multi-class accuracy since these twomeasurements are co-related. In terms of mAUC,
CNN+KNN uses around 100/400 labeled training images on 15-Scene/SUN to reach
the level of LSM+LP, while failed to beat LSM+LP with even 600 labeled images
on MIT-Indoor. These results show the proposed labelless methodology can alleviate
considerable amount of annotation effort at the scene level.

4.4.4

Frequent objects in scenes

We collect the detected objects in each image together with the ground truth label
to discover what are those objects that appear in each scene category. If some object
appear frequently in the images belong to the same category with high probability,
then the prediction scores are mainly relied on these objects, because their embedding
vectors will have high weights in the image embedding vector. We plot the frequency
of objects detected in each scene category to study if the detectors can detect correct
objects.
Bar charts in the first row of Figure 4.3 shows the frequency of objects detected to
be in some certain scenes. We can observe that, for classes like ‘bathroom’, it is quite
reasonable that the most frequently detected objects are ‘washbasin’, ‘toilet seat’ and
‘bathtub’ etc., for ‘office’ the objects are ‘desk’, ‘file cabinet’ and ‘desktop computer’
etc. and for ‘kitchen’ the objects that appear the most are ‘microwave’, ‘dishwasher’
and ‘plate rack’ etc. Those objects form the discriminative representations of their
scenes.
Another important aspect is the object-scene similarity. Only if properly build
connections between the scenes and the objects can we correctly classify the images.
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Figure 4.3: Example scenes and objects in MIT-Indoor dataset. First row: top 5 most
frequently detected objects in four scenes ‘bathroom’, ‘kitchen’, ‘office’ and ‘buffet’.
Second row: similarity ranking of the scenes with respect to their most frequently
detected objects. For the objects appeared in these scenes, most of them has higher
similarity rank than other scene classes. For example ‘microwave’ appears frequently
in ‘kitchen’, on the other hand, when computing the similarity of ‘microwave’ between
all the scene classes, ‘kitchen’ ranks the most similar one.
Thus for each object, we compute its similarity with all the scenes and check their
ranks. If some object frequently appears in a scene class and this class ranks higher
than any other classes, then this will lead to success predictions.
In second row of Figure 4.3 we report the similarity ranking of those scenes with
respect to those same objects (smaller number denotes higher ranking in all the scene
classes,e.g.,1 denotes the highest rank). It is not hard to find that the over all rank are
all high for those classes. This means when those objects are detected in an image, this
image will be classified to their corresponding scene class, which is exactly what we
want. Also notice that those scenes always rank the highest on their most frequently
detected objects. This is important because those objects have the largest weights in
the image embedding vector in E.q. 4.3-3.
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4.5

Conclusion

In this paper we have developed a novel labelless method for scene classification,
which does not require labeled data from any scene classes. The proposed approach
uses auxiliary object detectors to produce object-based high-level image representations. Then it exploits auxiliary word embeddings to map both images and scene
labels into embedding vectors in the same semantic embedding space, based on the
object names detected from the images and the scene label phrases. Automatic scene
classification is conducted by semantic matching, which assigns each image into the
scene class whose label embedding vector has the largest matching score with the
embedding vector of the image. We further exploited label propagation to refine
the automatic scene classification results. We conducted experiments on three scene
classification datasets. The experimental results show that the proposed method can
achieve reasonable performance and alleviate considerable scene annotation effort.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, we will conclude this dissertation. Then we will discuss some
interesting directions that worth being explored in future works.

5.1

Conclusion

Zero-Shot Learning is an important research topic and it has potentially broad
real-life applications. In this dissertation, we developed several methods that dealt
with the challenges in ZSL and achieve improvements over previous state-of-the-art
methods.
First, in Chapter 2, a discriminative semantic representation learning (DSRL)
method is proposed. We use non-negative matrix factorization to decompose the
visual feature matrix into the multiplication of two matrices: the semantic representation matrix and the visual dictionary matrix. In the semantic representation
matrix, each row denotes the scores that corresponding attributes are detected in
the image. The visual dictionary matrix encodes visual features of each unique attribute. To deal with the aforementioned domain shift problem, we learn the visual
dictionary matrix from all the seen and unseen data so that the learned visual dictionary is shared across source and target domain. To deal with the data inconsistency
problem, we further add some latent variables to enrich the pre-defined set of attributes. Those latent variables can tackle background information and other kinds
of noise in images, which are not present in the explicit attributes. By decoupling
the explicit attributes information and implicit noise information, we learned better
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representations of the images and got better results than previous state-of-the-art
ZSL methods on standard datasets. Another crucial factor that contributes to the
efficacy of DSRL is the sparsity constraints. We observe that the semantic attributes
of each class is sparse, i.e., each class has only a few 1s in the prototype vector. At
the same time, the visual CNN features have twice more zero entries than non-zero
entries. Thus we incorporate `1 norm on the semantic representation matrix as well
as the visual dictionary in the final objective function. Finally, we take advantage of
the “cleaned” semantic representation to use it to compute a k-NN graph. Confident
predictions are propagated through this graph to other instances, which improves the
final performance.
In chapter 3, a Progressive Ensemble Networks (PrEN) is developed for ZSL. We
design a novel network architecture that has one shared visual feature encoder and
multiple different classification branches. To make different branches diverse and to
get multiple views of the data, we use different label embedding matrix for different
branches. Each label embedding projection matrix is learned by maximizing the
connection between seen classes and a randomly selected subset of unseen classes
adaptively. We then aggregate the outputs of all classification branches to form the
final prediction. To deal with the domain shift problem, we proposed a progressive
training scheme: After the network is fully trained on seen classes, we start to collect
its predictions on unseen classes and select the top confident ones to use as pseudolabels. Those pseudo-labeled instances are added into the training set to train the
network in the next iteration. By training the network on seen and unseen images
together, the output score for each attribute would have less shift. In this study, we
also test the model under generalized ZSL setting, which is more realistic compared
to the standard setting.
Finally, in chapter 4, we go beyond ZSL to explore label-less classification. In
order to achieve scene image classification without any labeled images, we propose
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to use semantic information as side information to transfer prediction of pre-trained
object detectors into scene label predictions. Specifically, we use the object detector
to detector what kind of objects are in the image. Then we use the detection scores
as weights to sum up the corresponding object word embedding vectors. In this
way, an image is embedded into the semantic space, where any other target labels
also reside in. And thus, any image with objects in it can be assigned to a scene
label. Our approach is based on the observation that different scene images often
have specific objects in it. To deal with situations where the image does not contain
typical objects, we use label propagation to refine the predictions. Similar to ZSL,
label-less classification also transfers knowledge from one task to another. However
it is more challenging since the source task and target task are of different types, and
no attributes defined by experts are needed.

5.2

Future Work

Despite recent progress, the problem of knowledge transfer is far from solved.
There are many interesting directions to explore to improve ZSL.

5.2.1

ZSL with Attribute selection

One problem that worth looking into in the future is attribute selection. As we
have discussed in previous chapters, ZSL models are learning the correspondence between visual patterns and semantic attributes. Ideally, those attributes should be
visually consistent between seen and unseen classes. However, despite the aforementioned domain shift problem, which refers to some attributes having different
visual patterns in seen and unseen classes, some of the attributes are even not visually appearing in the images. For example in the AwA dataset, there are attributes
like ‘hibernate’, ‘new-world’, ‘old-world’ and ‘timid’, which possibly do not have a
strong visual pattern to learn. Learning from those attributes will probably bring
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noise into the representations rather than useful information for visual recognition.
Thus we may develop some method to select certain attributes to learn and ignore
other attributes to some extent. One simple way, for example, is to modify our DSRL
framework by adding learnable weights to each attribute. By constraining the weights
to be some value between 0 to 1 and the whole weights vector to be sparse, we are
actually soft-selecting a subset of all attributes. We may explore this to see if it can
filter out useless attributes and improve ZSL performances.

5.2.2

ZSL using free side information sources

Another interesting problem to explore is the source of side information. Currently the most commonly used side information is visual attributes defined by human
experts, which still cost time and effort. An important step toward practical application of ZSL is to use side information that is easy to collect. There have been many
works using word embedding vectors as alternatives for attributes. The property of
word embedding vectors is that semantically similar concepts are close to each other.
However, for ZSL image analysis, the label prototype vectors should reflect the visual
similarities between classes. Thus they might not be the most suitable source of side
information for ZSL image analysis. There have also been a few works trying to use
noisy online text, e.g. Wikipedia articles, as an alternative for attributes. The Online
text has the advantage of easy to collect as well as having rich visual description information. The downside of it is they are usually very noisy. It would be interesting
to study how to more effectively filter out noise in the text descriptions and extract
useful information for ZSL.

5.2.3

ZSL for complex tasks

Most ZSL works have been focused on the image recognition task, which is only
one of the many important tasks in image analysis. In the future, it will be interesting
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to test other more complex models under the ZSL setting. For example, similar to
image recognition, object detection is also a fundamental and important research
topic. It is more challenging than image recognition because the model needs to not
only predict the class label of an object but also find the precise location of that
object. Moreover, one image can contain any number of objects, occluding with each
other. Although recent progress in deep learning models such as RetinaNet [46] has
achieved great improvement on standard object detection. Not much work has been
done to deal with Zero-Shot object detection, i.e., predicting the position and class
label of unseen objects at the same time.
Except for object detection, there are lots of other tasks that also could potentially
be extended to ZSL setting. In image captioning, a model may output the text
description of an image with unseen objects in it. In semantic segmentation, a model
might predict unseen class labels for each pixel. In image generation, a model may
generate an image of an unseen object from provided semantic information.
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